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M AY FO U R TH , T W E N T Y -F IF T H  A N N IV E R S A R Y  
OF TH E  NOM INATION OF V ER Y  R E V . A . F IA T  AS SU PE R IO R
OF T H E  TWO F A M IL IE S OF SA IN T V IN C EN T D E P A U L .
May 4th, 1903, was the twenty-fifth anniversary of the 
nomination of Very Rev. A. Fiat, as Superior of the 
Congregation of the Mission and of the Company of the 
Daughters of Charity. I t was on May 4, 1878, the day 
after the death of Very Rev. Eugene Bor6, Superior Gen­
eral, that Father Fiat was proclaimed Vicar General, and 
on the following September fourth, he was elected Superior 
General by the Assembly.
The sorrowful epoch through which we are passing, pre­
vented too public a demonstration of the sentiments of the 
Community; but in lieu of this, we felt pressed to mani­
fest in a more impressive manner, our grateful and filial 
affection towards him who for twenty-five years has been 
the Head and Father of the Family of Saint Vincent de 
Paul.
In our chapel at Paris, in presence of the Relics of Saint 
Vincent which were exposed on account of the annual no­
vena following the feast of the Translation, all the stu­
dents of the Seminary and of the college received Holy 
Communion with sentiments of filial gratitude, awakened 
by this anniversary.
Later in the day, the priests from our various houses in 
Paris united with those of the Mother-House in offering 
their congratulations to the Superior General. Father 
Forestier, First Assistant, gave expression, in the name of 
all, to the grateful and filial affection which the labors ac­
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complished by the Superior General within this long period 
inspired. He joined thereto the good wishes entertained 
by all for the venerated Head of the double Family of 
Saint Vincent de Paul.
In response^ the Superior General said that he was much 
affected by the sentiments just expressed, and by the meas­
ures taken by the members of the Congregation assembled 
there around him. He recalled some incidents connected 
with May 4, 1878, when to his great surprise, he said, he 
was proclaimed Vicar General of the Congregation.
The Superior General added, that he blessed God for the 
joys and consolations vouchsafed him during the twenty- 
five years of his administration.
“The knell of trial,” said he, “has sounded also for us, 
and times are threatening. Our works in France were so 
promising, our missions so flourishing; our seminaries filled 
with devout students well fitted for their functions.; our 
training houses counted numerous subjects; but we trem­
ble for the future.” The Superior General said that, in his 
own heart, his confidence in God was unshaken, and that he 
hoped inpending trials would not be so grievous as we 
have reason to apprehend.
After embracing the members of the Assembly, he gave 
them his blessing.
In consequence of the suppression of the schools conducted by the 
Daughters of Charity, to which the Association of the Children of Mary 
was attached, it became necessary to solicit a right to the indulgences 
granted thereto : the following faculty insures this right :
FA C U LT Y  ACCORDED TO TH E  ASSOCIATION OF. T H E  
CH IL D R EN  OF M ARY IN  FR A N C E, TO T R A N SFER , IN  CASE  
OF N E E D , T H E  PLACE OF T H E IR  ASSEM BLY W IT H O U T  
FO R FEITING  T H E IN D U LG EN C ES— S. C. OF IN DULG EN CES,
APRIL 29, 1 903.
MOST H O LY F A T H E R :
Augustine Veneziani, Pro-Procurator General of the
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Congregation of the Mission, humbly prostrate at the feet 
of Your Holiness, presents the following petition: In eon- 
sequence of the actual suppression and of the liable sup* 
pression in France, of several establishments of the sisters, 
Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul, the Associa­
tion of the Blessed Virgin Mary commonly designated 
under the title of the Association of the Children of Mary 
established at the houses of said sisters in virtue of a 
pontifical rescript of June 20, 1847, and of letters under 
the form of briefs, dated September 19, 1876, suffers great 
prejudice in being excluded from the place in which the 
young girls were accustomed to hold their assemblies ; and 
in which, under the direction of these same sisters, they 
were enabled to fulfil their duties towards their Blessed 
Mother and perform the exercises of their association ; for 
example : election of officers, receptions, consultations, etc.
To shield from ruin these associations,—so precious with­
in the vineyard of the Lord, in fruits of salvation,—the 
supplicant, in the name of his Superior General, earnestly 
solicits that said association may without detriment to the 
indulgences with which they have been enriched, continue 
their usual devotions and exercises, either in the parish 
church in the vicinity of the house that has been closed, 
or that is liable to be closed ; or if convenient, in other 
houses of the sisters which, although in the same place, 
have escaped the danger of suppression. That God, etc.
—The Sacred Congregation of Indulgences and Holy 
Relics, in virtue of the powers specially conceded to it by 
Pope Leo X III., benignly grants, in case of need, the 
favor solicited, provided that the transfer of said associa­
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Given at Rome at the Secretariat of the same Congre­
gation, April 29, 1903.
A. Card. T j r i p e p i , Pref.
■j" Francis S o g a r o , Arch, of Amid., Seer. 1
Place of seal.
PA R IS.— CAUSES OF BEATIFICATION.
By a Decree of the Sacred Congregation of Rites, dated 
December 2,1902, and ratified by the Sovereign Pontiff, the 
Cause of the Carmelites of Compiègne, put to death during
i .  B e a t is s im e  P a t e r , Augustinus Veneziani Pro-Procurator gene­
ralis Congregationis Missionis, ad pedes S. V. humiliter provolutus
exponit quae sequntur: A suppressione jam peracta in Gallia vel
peragenda plurium domorum Sororum seu Puellarum a Caritate
S. Vincentii a Paulo, sodalitates B. M. V. Immaculatae vulgo le Figlie 
di Maria nuncupate, apud praefatas Sorores institutes, vi Rescripti 
Pontificii, diei 20 Junii 184Y, nec non Litterarum in forma Brevis 
diei 19 Septembris 1876, non parvum detrimentum sentient ex de- 
fectu sedis vel loci, quo puellae convenire consueverant peracturae, 
sub regimine earumdem Sororum, devotiones erga Bmam Matrem, 
nec non functiones Sodalitatis proprias, v. g. consilia electiones, 
officialium, receptiones, etc. Ad praecavendum igitur harum Soda- 
litatum ,— quae tot fructus salutis aeternae in vinea Dni proferunt,—  
dissolutionem, humilis Orator, nomine sui Superioris generalis 
instanter implorat, ut praedictae Sodalitates possint, sine damno 
indulgentiarum, quibus ditatae sunt, prosequi suas devotiones nec- 
non functiones antea usitatas, vel in Ecclesia paroeciae, in cuius am- 
bitu erat domus suppressa vel supprimenda, vel (si commode fieri 
possit) apud alias domos Sororum, quae forte iisdem in locis* a peri- 
culo suppressionis evaserint.
Et Deus, etc.
Sacra Congregatio Indulgentiis Sacrisque Reliquiis praeposita, 
utendo facultatibus a S. S. D. N. Leone Papa XIII sibi specialiter tri- 
butis, quatenus opus sit, benigne annuii pro gratia iuxta preces, 
dummodo tarnen translatio praefatarum Sodalitatum fiat de consensu 
Ordinariorum.
Contrariis quibuscumque non obstantibus.
Datum Romae ex Secria eiusdem S. C., die 29 Aprilis 1903.
Locus sigilli. A. Card. T r i p e p i , Prcef.
i* Franciscus S o g a r o , Archepus A m i d e n Secrius,
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the Revolution, was introduced on the sixteenth of the 
same month. Le Canonide contemporain, in publishing 
this decree adds a reflection which we heartily endorse: 
“It is known that the process concerning the ecclesiastics 
massacred in September 1792, at the Carmelites, at the 
Abbey, and at St. Firmin (St. Firmin was the Seminary 
in Paris, under the direction of the Lazarists), is at pres­
ent introduced at Paris. In the happy introduction of 
the Cause of the Carmelites, we are gratified to note a 
presage of success in the Cause of our other martyrs at 
the close of the eighteenth century.” (Le Canoniste con- 
temporain, 1903, p. 117.)
On the glorious list of priests who confessed their faith 
even to the shedding of their blood, we read the names of 
Rev. Louis Joseph Francis; Nicholas Colin; and John 
Charles Caron, Priests of the Mission. (Articles du pro- 
ces de b6atif)
GERMANY
Letter from  R e v .  J. S c h r e i b e r ,  Priest of the Mission, 
to Y e r y  R e v .  A. F i a t ,  Superior General.
Cologne Nippes, January 26, 1903.
Permit me, Most Honored Father, to give you some 
details which will afford you pleasure, regarding two recent 
foundations: the new house of Flittard on the Rhine, near 
Cologne, and the large Orphanage of Tavel in Switzerland.
A good lady who had become acquainted with our sis­
ters of Dunmwald, a neighboring parish of Flittard, while 
a patient in the hospital of the Sisters of Charity, desired 
to end her days among them. With this design, she of­
fered to the Central-House of Cologne all her property, 
on condition that the sisters would support her as long as
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she lived, and establish in her village of Flittard a small 
house for the exercise of works of mercy:—an ouvroir, and 
an economic school, in addition to which they would visit 
the sick poor in their homes. In fact, after being installed 
in the Central-House of Nippes, she placed certain re­
sources at the disposal of the sisters, and in June of 1902. 
gave them her paternal house, which had been modified to 
suit the convenience of the sisters, while a building was 
erected on the grounds to serve as an asylum and an 
ouvroir. The new foundation was to bear the title of the 
Sacred Heart, and the Sunday following that feast was 
appointed for the solemn installation of the sisters.
On this occasion, the little house as well as the new 
structure was adorned with garlands and hangings; at the 
suggestion of the pastor, the good people of the village 
decorated their dwellings as for a great festival. A place 
was appointed at the entrance of the village, where the 
sisters were to be received by the Rev. Pastor, the chil­
dren of the school, and the choir. About four o’clock 
two vehicles conveying the new sisters and several of their 
companions from other houses, arrived. The church bells 
rang out a joyous welcome, and the procession advanced 
to meet the new parishioners. Unfortunately, just at 
this moment a storm cloud that had already caused much 
apprehension, emptied its waters on the poor sisters 
and the beautiful procession. The good people, however, 
were not in the least embarrassed; they lifted their um­
brellas, and in a beating rain several little girls, bearing 
emblems, moved out of their ranks and bravely delivered 
a touching address to honor and welcome the Daughters of 
St. Vincent. Happily, the rain soon ceased and the pro­
cession moved forward to the church, the Cross and ban­
ners at the head; then followed the school children and 
the singers chanting a devout Psalm; the good sisters 
brought up the rear ; these were preceded and surrounded
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by little girls carrying a garland which encircled the new 
mothers of the poor. The whole village on foot escorted 
the procession, reciting the chaplet In the church after 
the Veni Creator was sung, your servant appeared in the 
pulpit to speak to the congregation of the blessings which 
the divine Heart of Jesus had bestowed upon the parish 
in sending hither the Daughters of St. Vincent. After 
the sermon, Benediction was given and the sisters were 
conducted to their new habitation, the same order being 
observed. Having arrived at the threshold, the Pastor 
halted, addressing a few words to the sisters and to the 
people; then, taking the keys from the cushion carried by 
a little girl, he opened the door, and having chanted the 
prayer of blessing, introduced the sisters into their dwell­
ing; the pious foundress received them. Finally, all the 
apartments of the house were blessed and the clergy with­
drew to the presbytery.
At the time of my writing, the works of the new foun­
dation are going on prosperously and the people are full 
of gratitude to divine Providence for all the blessings the 
Daughters of St, Vincent have procured them.
I have now to speak of a still more important work 
which has been organized in a manner wholly providen­
tial : I mean the new Orphanage of Tavel in Switzerland, 
The Sisters of Charity have been in this locality, near 
Fribourg, for more than thirty years. The little school 
for the girls of the village has developed into an orphan­
age, and a sewing and industrial school whither the young 
girls of Switzerland repair that they may learn to render 
their lives useful by labor, and truly Christian, by piety 
and the morality of the Gospel. Ten years ago a small 
hospital was added for the sick of the district; and finally, 
the fervent priest who for many years has directed this 
interesting parish, has just completed a large edifice 
destined for divers works in behalf of youth.
—  236 —
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This structure is intended, to be an orphan asylum for 
the district, and is to include an infant asylum, a primary 
school, and a cooking school; in fact these works are 
being carried on already, to some extent.
Having blessed and laid the corner-stone last April, as 
I informed you at the time, I went thither again on No» 
vetnber third, accompanied by Sister Assistant, the Sister 
Superior of Dusseldorf-Derendorf, and a young sister 
destined for the new establishment, to be present at its 
opening.
On November fourth having reached Tavel in delightful 
weather, we assisted at a most consoling feast, all the honor 
of which, after God, we refer to St. Vincent and his Chil­
dren. It had been arranged to combine on this occasion 
two solemnities; namely, the Fiftieth anniversary, of the 
Society of St Vincent in the Canton of Fribourg, and the 
opening of the Orphanage at Tavel. The program was as 
follows: At nine o’clock, Solemn Pontifical Mass was 
celebrated in the parish church of Tavel, by the mitred 
Canon, Mgr. Essaiva, who represented the Bishop of Fri­
bourg (Geneva and Lausane), detained at home by illness :^ 
at Mass, a sermon by the Director of the sisters; after 
Mass, solemn procession from the ehurch to the orphanage, 
situated on the declivity of a beautiful mountain at the foot 
of which lies the village of Tavel. The youngest school 
children who led the march, were followed by the choris­
ters and the village band. After these, walked the members 
of the clergy in choir costume; a deacon and sub-deacon in 
dalmatics attended the Director of the Sisters, who wore 
a cape; this latter was to perform the ceremony of bless­
ing the house. A large number of regular and secular 
priests had come from Fribourg and the neighboring lo­
calities ; in fine, all the inhabitants of the village figured in 
this varied and animated picture.
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When the procession reached the level in front of the 
new building, a popular, devout hymn was sung, after 
which the whole scene was photographed; the blessing 
then took place.
After this ceremony the delegates from the different 
Conferences of the Society of St. Vincent, assembled in a 
large hall richly decorated, and there held an extraordina­
ry assembly, which all the notables of Fribourg and of the 
environs attended. An edifying account was rendered of 
the works of the Society in the Canton of F ribourg during 
the fifty years of its existence.
The meeting was brought to a close by the discourse of 
the president of an association formed for the purpose of 
selecting orphans for the new institution.
At one o’clock the gentlemen repaired to the spacious 
building erected by the zealous pastor for the assemblies of 
the young people. The committee of the Conferences of 
St. Y incent had here prepared a banquet for the one hun­
dred and sixty guests who had taken part in the double 
celebration. The feast was intermingled with toasts, choice 
musical selections, and songs by the young men of Tavel.
I  must not fail to mention a pleasing incident which oc­
curred at dinner : A telegram from Cologne was received 
announcing the happy election of Mgr. Fischer, Coadjutor 
Bishop, to the archiépiscopal See of Cologne; and I had 
the satisfaction of sending, conjointly with the Prelate of 
Fribourg, Mgr. Kleiser, a telegram of congratulation to 
his Grace.
The day closed with sentiments of joy and gratitude 
towards God, and thanksgiving to the venerated and gen­
erous pastor whom God had employed to effect this good 
work.
Please accept, etc.
J u l e s  S c h r e i b e r .
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OPENING-' OF TH E ASYLUM  “ CLEM ENTINUM ”  AT T 0T Z E N -
BA C H , N E A R  K IRC HSTETTEN, FOR PA TIE N TS SUFFERINGS
FROM CANCER A N D  E P IL E P S Y ; A N N E X  OF TH E 'H O U SE
OF IN C U R A BL ES A T V IE N N A .
The following notice is from the pen of Sister Kupperr Superioress of 
the House of the Incurables, Vienna.
The opening of this establishment took place on the eve 
of the opening of the Month of Mary^ within the octave 
of the Translation of the Relics of St. Vincent. The 
Archduchess, Marie Josephe, who had recently accepted 
the patronage of this good work, was present at the cere­
mony, with her court and other illustrious personages. The 
Holy Sacrifice, celebrated by Bishop Zschokke, in the lit­
tle chapel dedicated to St. Joseph, was followed by a dis- 
course on the object of this charitable establishment, after 
which the various departments of the asylum were blessed.
The Archduchess was pleased to go through the house. 
She accepted a light breakfast, graciously inviting her 
numerous guests to partake of it with her.
Among the noted personages present, we mention the 
Mayor of Vienna, a fervent Catholic; the Government 
Representative; Pastors from the neighboring parishes; 
and the Director of the Sisters of Charity, Father Binner,
, whose presence was a subject of great joy to us, for he 
shared our gratitude towards God, who by this foundation 
has enlarged the tents of the poor incurables.
About two o’clock in the afternoon, the Archduchess 
took leave of us, having rejoiced all hearts by her amiable 
and gracious manner towards the sisters; she seemed well 
pleased with the little festival to which the children of the 
village and the firemen were invited.
The most happy day of these festivities was May seventh,
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when the poor and sick took up their abode at the Clemen- 
tinum. Twenty-four of these suffering creatures were 
gratuitously transferred by the Salvage Society in carriages 
to the Vienna station, and thence by rail in coaches ex» 
pressly reserved for them.
Sister Kupper, Superioress of the House for the Incurable, 
with three of her companions, accompanied the sick to 
their new destination. Sister remarks that the Clementinum 
can be enlarged as necessity requires ; in this way it will 
aid the House for the Incurable which cannot be remodeled, 
The air is pure and invigorating, on account of the adja­
cent forests and the wide expanse of ground around the 
establishment.
SPAIN
Alcorisa, May 8, 1903.
Letter from r e v , a n g e  m o r e  d a , Priest of the Mission, 
to V E R Y  REV. A . f i a t , Superior General
I have been awaiting the return of our Missionaries 
who, thank God, arrived on the sixth in good health, after 
six months of absence during which they evangelized sev­
enteen or eighteen villages. I  can now give you an exact 
account of the missions.
During the year, the missions have been most fruitful, 
for the people corresponded admirably with the abundant 
graces that God bestowed upon them. Only one village 
failed, because of some peculiar circumstances, to profit by 
this benefit. All the other villages received the Mission­
aries with enthusiasm and deep religious fervor. These 
villages being hemmed in by the mountain are small and 
poor, hence, the Missionaries had much to suffer from cold 
and snow and had many privations to endure.
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To prove that these villages derived great profit from 
the missions, I have only to state that in the largest of all, 
Muniesa, there were two thousand, two hundred fifty Com­
munions. It can be seen therefore that every one of an 
age to "communicate, approached the Holy Table twice. It 
is scarcely necessary to add that the majority of the vil­
lagers made general confessions, and that there is reason 
to bless God for the return of sinners who, for four, six, 
seven, eight, ten, fifteen, and even twenty years had not 
approached the Sacraments, and some of these had never 
entered the church.
God be praised for these blessed results ! May all this, 
Most Honored Father, be a little consolation to your heart 
in the midst of the anguish and sorrow of the present 
time!
A n g e  M o r e d a .
TURKEY IN EUROPE
SALONICA.
On Wednesday, April twenty-ninth, the Ottomon Banking House was 
blown up by dynamite. This was but a continuation of the sad events 
hourly detailed in the papers. The stated number of victims was sixty- 
three; forty-two of these were Bulgarians.
The authors of these outrages declared in their, trials that they simply 
wished to oblige the Powers to interfere in their behalf.
A knowledge of the historical situation of Macedonia will serve as a 
basis to the drama we are about to represent.
1 .— M ACEDONIA.
Macedonia, at present a portion of the Turkish empire, 
is situated at the north and east of Greece, extending as far 
as Constantinople. Its vast plains, fertile, but for the great­
er part uncultivated, reach from the Balkan mountians to 
the shores of the Mediterranean where we find the ports 
of Salonica, Onfani, and Cavalla. Comprising ancient Ser-
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via, Macedonia contains three of the eight provinces which 
at present constitute «Turkey in Europe. Salonica is the 
chief city of Macedonia.
Its antiquity.— When Greece was invaded by Xerxes, 
King of Persia, Macedonia was but an unimportant, moun - 
tainous canton inhabited by shepherds of warlike propensi­
ties, whose king was only a chief of the tribe, scarcely su­
perior in any degree to his companions in arms.
But a marvelous fortune was in store for it: Alexander 
the Great was to attach universal renown to the title of 
King of Macedonia while, at a later date, the Apostle St. 
Paul was to address two of his Epistles to the inhabitants 
of Salonica, the capital of Macedonia.
Thessalonica (Salonica of the ¡present day), the capital 
of the second Macedonia, being built upon the borders of 
the Thermaic Gulf, was first called Thermae and was the 
residence of a Roman pretor. This pretor was Cassander, 
(whence is derived the name of the peninsula, Cassander): 
he enlarged the city and gave it the name of his wife, 
Thessalonica, who was the daughter of Philip and the sis ­
ter of Alexander.
Having ascended the throne in the fourth century before 
Jesus Christ, Philip was the true founder of Macedonia, 
the boundaries and influence of which he greatly extended. 
He was preparing to carry war into Persia when he was 
assassinated in 336. His designs were put into execution 
by his son Alexander the Great, but after the death of the 
latter, in 323, his empire was dismembered and Macedonia 
after being governed by various rulers, became a Roman 
province, one hundred fifty years before Christ.
The Jews were numerous here in the time of St. Paul, 
who was attracted thither by this consideration. Their 
synagogue, constantly frequented by the Greeks, furnished 
the Apostle with a favorable occasion of preaching in pres­
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ence of Jews and pagans. The seed of the Gospel fell 
upon fertile soil and a flourishing community sprang up of 
converted pagans and Christians, which was increased by 
converts from Judaism. This induced St. Paul to address, 
as was before stated, two Epistles to the Thessalonians.
Modern Epoch.—Macedonia, claimed in turn by the 
Greeks, by the Emperors of the East or of Constantino­
ple, and by the Crusaders, fell in the fifteenth century 
under the power of the Turks to whom it has since been 
subject.
The population of Macedonia is, at present, an agglom­
eration of different nationalities: Greeks, Jews, Servians, 
Albanians, Kutzo-Valaques, and Bulgarians. It consists 
of three provinces or Vilayets—a territory governed by a 
Vali: — Salonica, Monastir, and Kossovo (Uskub is the 
chief town). Slavs are in the majority in these three 
provinces and the Bulgarians are the most energetic por­
tion of the population.
A recent much appreciated publication,1 gives a general 
view of the situation from a Catholic point of view: “Af­
ter the Crimean war, France wishing to construct a ram­
part between Russia and Constantinople, attempted to 
convert to Catholicity the Slavs of the Balkan Mountains 
and of Macedonia to whom was given the generic title of 
Bulgarians in opposition to the Slavs of the Servian prin­
cipality. French or Polish missions established at Adrian-” 
ople, Salonica, and Monastir, succeeded rapidly in convert­
ing some cantons. At Constantinople, a united Catholic 
Bulgarian community was recognized by the Porte, and 
Pope Pius IX., consecrated the head of the same in 
April 1861. But in less than a week after, this chief dis­
appeared, deserting his post at the instigation, without
i. Bérard, la Macédoine. Paris, Colin, 1900.
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doubt, of Russian silver, and the new community never 
recovered from this defection. At present in Macedonia, 
the Lazarists have missions at Salonica and Monastir.” 
Their seminary of Zeitenlik, near Salonica, trains Bulga­
rian priests.
According to the author above cited, “all labor has not 
been lost and the fruits thereof may still be gathered.” In 
1896, when Prince Ferdinand, who governed the Princi­
pality of Bulgaria, wished to force the schismatic Bulgarian 
Exarch to come from Constantinople to Sofia, the latter 
refused: and, “as the Prince insisted or pretended to give 
formal orders from the Czar, the Exarch replied: ‘Your 
Highness forgets that we know the way to Rome/ The 
present Exarch and many of the Bulgarian bishops were 
formerly students of the Franco-Catholic Propaganda; 
from 1860 to 1867 they attended the college of the Lazar­
ists and of Catholic Missionaries.” (P. 248.)
Contemporary Period.— The Turko-Russian War of 
1877-1878 marked an epoch in the history of Macedonia, 
when victorious Russia dictated the treaty of San Stefano, 
March 3, 1878; almost the whole of Macedonia was 
wrested from Turkey which retained only the Greek 
countries of the south-west and the Chaldaic peninsula 
with Salonica its principal city. Thus Macedonia passed 
almost entirely into the Principality of Bulgaria of which 
Sofia is the capital.
Europe, united in the Congress of Berlin (July 13, 
J878), proposed that Macedonia be restored to Turkey: 
this was the object of the twenty-eighth Article which im­
posed certain reforms on the Ottoman administration. 
These reforms however, were never carried into effect, and 
recently several European nations have demanded them.
Whence resulted the troubles that have arisen?—Gener-
2
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ally speaking we may answer: The Bulgarians of Mace­
donia, without concerning themselves about the Bulgarian 
principality lying north of their country, turn their atten­
tion to Europe; among them are men who hesitate neither 
at crime, fire, nor the sword, and these place before the 
people this dilemma: Either liberty in Macedonia, or 
troubles that will not be limited by the Balkan mountains.i
Such is the situation. Without this preface it would be 
difficult to understand the story of the crimes that have 
been perpetrated.
I I .—R e c e n t  E v e n t s  I n  S a l o n i c a .
Letter from  R e v . F .  A. L o b r y , Priest of the Mission9 
to V e r y  R e v . A. F i a t , Superior General.
Salonica, May 8, 1903.
M o s t  H o n o r e d  F a t h e r ,
Your blessing, i f  you please !
Having been informed, on May first, of the troubles in 
Salonica, I set out that same evening to give the members 
of our two Families the encouragement and counsel they 
might need.
You are acquainted, at least in general, with the events 
of which I am about to write. On the morning of April 
twenty-eighth, a bomb exploded and set fire to the ship 
Guadalquivir, a vessel of the Maritime Service sailing for 
Constantinople. The vessel, which was still in sight of 
Salonica, was brought to port where it continued to burn. 
All the passengers, however, were saved, and the crew 
found a temporary asylum at the hospital of the Sisters 
of St. Vincent de Paul. On the evening of the same day, 
bombs were placed under the train coming from Constan­
tinople, at a short distance from the terminus of the 
railway. The next evening the gas in the city was sud-
i. See Questions diplomatiques et coloniales, 15 Janvier 1903.
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denly extinguished: bombs at the entrance of Salonïcâ 
exploded and destroyed the gasometer. Another explo­
sion of dynamite ruined the Ottoman Bank, By means 
of a plan suggested by an engineer, a petty Bulgarian 
grocer had excavated from his house to the bank a sub­
terranean passage thirteen or ¿fourteen metres in length. 
Then, by means of electricity and combustible matter, he 
accomplished the deed. The débris of the bank having 
caught fire, the hospital of the Sisters, which was in the 
vicinity, was threatened, as was also our mission: the Ma­
rines of the Guadalquivir by their courage and energy 
saved the hospital from the flames During this time bombs 
from every quarter were flying through the city causing 
universal terror. On Thursday, March thirtieth, at one 
o’clock at night, eleven bombs exploded in the rear of the 
sisters’ house. When I arrived, Saturday evening, a mourn­
ful silence prevailed in the city. I met only a few soldiers 
guarding the streets. Divers attempts had been made to 
destroy the place by dynamite, but these were defeated by 
the soldiers and police. The city was in a state of disturb­
ance but it is gradually reassuming life and action.
The damage to the Sisters’ house is limited to a quantity 
of broken window glasses.
On the evening of May fourth, I went,to the Seminary 
of Zeitenlik. The Turks, authorized by the Consulate of 
F rance, came to make an investigation, but they arrested 
none of the Bulgarians employed by us nor any of the ref­
ugees to whom we had given shelter,
The Sisters at Salonica are about to re-open their dis­
pensary and schools; there has been no interruption of the 
usual order at Zeitenlik, but there was great anxiety among 
our people. At present, the danger seems to have passed 
and we have reason to believe that we shall have nothing 
serious to apprehend for Salonica.
There has been trouble at Monastir also, where it seems
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that bombs have been hurled at a mosque and a Greek 
school: the disturbance has been remedied but we know 
not to what extent. I intend to go there on the eleventh 
of this month.
We have some cause to fear for Coucouch, but so far we 
have heard nothing. I shall go there on my return from 
Monastir.
Please bless me, Most Honorect Father, and believe me, 
Your humble and devoted Hon,
F. A. L o b r y .
Letter from  R e v . A. Do l im e , Priest of the Mission, Su­
perior y to V e r y  R e v . A. F i a t , Superior General, at 
Paris.
Salonica, April 30, 1903.
M o s t  H o n o r e d  F a t h e r ,
Your blessing, i f  you please!
I  send you a few hasty lines to relieve your anxiety. 
Thanks, I believe, to the protection of the Blessed V irgin, 
we have escaped a disa'ster.
On April twenty-eighth about eleven o’clock a. m., the 
French steamer Guadalquivir left Salonica bound for Con­
stantinople A bomb thrown, it is said, by a Bulgarian 
passenger, broke the machinery and wounded several of 
the crew. The vessel took fire and burned so rapidly that 
there was scarcely time to secure a few papers and a por­
tion of the mail. By a sort of miracle, and after strenu­
ous efforts, all the passengers and sailors were saved. The 
wounded were brought to the hospital where, as you may 
well suppose, the Sisters of Charity, animated by the ex­
ample of their Superioress, lavished every possible care 
upon them. The rest of the crew arrived in the evening 
in a state of utter destitution; Sr. Pucci exerted herself
20
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to the utmost to procure immediately for them everything 
necessary. During the recreation after supper, towards 
eight o’clock, while conversing with the men belonging to 
the ship, we heard a heavy detonation from the south­
ern part of the city. We were unable to account for the 
explosion. Two or three minutes after there was a second 
report at the opposite extremity of Salonica; thi- was 
caused by the explosion of the main gas pipe. The entire 
city was enveloped in utter darkness. Presently there 
was a sudden glare of light; our house shook; ten metres 
from the mission, the Macedonian insurgents had set fire to 
the Ottoman Bank. In a few moments the flames completed 
the distruction which the bombs had commenced. 1 he 
window glasses in the hospital were shattered to pieces, 
but the damage went no farther. The sick and wounded 
were immediately removed to the Sisters’ pavilion. As 
you may readily understand, the whole night was spent in 
fear and apprehension.
The marines of the Guadalquivir by their courage and 
devotedness saved the house of the Sisters, the hospital, 
the mission, as well as the church, from a disaster, the very 
thought of wThich makes us tremble.
I mentioned in one of my late letters, Most Honored 
Father,that probably we should have some trouble : we are 
now in the midst of it. The sisters’ house adjoining the 
mission was literally crowded with Catholic families; 
among them the family of the Director of the Bank saved 
almost miraculously from the explosion of the bombs.
The people prayed, screamed, and wept, while without, 
a few metres distant, bombs were bursting and fires were 
raging.
The Blessed Virgin, to whom our church is dedicated 
protected us; I am convinced of this. The wind which 
infallibly would have brought the flames to us, subsided 
2*
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during the catastrophe. By midnight the dan ger was 
over, but much excitement prevailed on account of the 
explosion of shells from the barracks, three hundred me­
tres distant from the Bank.
The city is now in a state of siege; the stores are closed; 
all business suspended. Soldiers armed to the teeth pre­
vent all traffic: Salónica resembles a cemetery.
About one o’clock today detonations were renewed 
quite near the mission. The soldiers arrested and killed, 
almost under our eyes, four of the insurgents whose bodies 
were carried away a little later in a rubbish cart!-Alas! 
how grievous are the trials that afflict us! When and how 
will all this end? So far, with the exception of the fears 
and anxiety attending our situation, we have been spared: 
the houses of our sisters, the mission, and the church are 
safe.
I hope that our Blessed Mother, in consideration of the 
devotions of the Month of Mary, will continue to watch 
over us. Relying solely upon her protection, I have again 
placed the mission of Salonica in her hands.
I beg you, Most Honored Father, to pray for us and 
solicit prayers in our behalf.
Believe me,
Your devoted Son,
A. D o r m e .
Letter from Sr. Pucci, Sister of Charity, to our Most 
Honored Mother K i e f f e r , at Paris.
Salónica, April 23, 1903.
At noon a mail vessel was seen in flames not far from Sal­
onica. The whole city was soon in commotion. The accident 
is attributed to the explosion of a boiler. The wounded are 
being brought to the hospital; these are not numerous, and 
strange to say, have no marks of a burn caused by steam. 
The French Consul requested us to receive the rest of the
22
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crew; who came to us in a truly lamentable condition; we 
have received in all forty-four men. It took a long time 
to procure linen and clothing for them and to prepare their 
beds. I t is wonderful that no lives were lost... All spent a 
comfortable night with the exception of the chief engineer, 
who was so severely wounded that he could not sleep. 
Having sought in vain to find the cause of this explosion 
he seems convinced that it is the work of malice.
April 23th.
Early in the morning the Commander of the Guadal­
quivir came to the hospital; he shares the suspicions of the 
head engineer. They held a consultation and remembered 
that a remarkable looking individual was seen on board 
examining the machinery, etc. They communicated their 
suspicions to the police, that this man who was saved with 
the rest of the passengers, might be sought for. It was 
ascertained that he is a Bulgarian and that he took the 
morning train for Uskub. Orders have been given to ar­
rest him at this station. At the hospital the day was spent 
in attending to the marines, and furnishing them with ab-
- solute necessaries. In the evening about eight o’clock, a 
bomb exploded near us; then a second, and a third...we 
could count no more...for the firing of the Turkish soldiers 
mingled with the noise of the explosion. All the window 
glasses of the hospital were broken. In a moment, a fire 
broke out at the Ottoman Banking-house; the flame lighted 
up the hospital grounds and the heat was intense.
Happily, the French marines who came to us the even­
ing before, guarded the tank where gas was held in re­
serve; and, thanks to a fire plug in the square of the 
church, they succeeded in saving our houses, but we were 
in danger until two o’clock in the morning.
Duiing this time the city of Salonica was in a deplora- 
ble condition: bombs were flying in every direction; many 
other establishments were assailed. At the very beginning
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of these disasters, the gas pipe was cut and the city was 
plunged into utter darkness. The family of the Director of 
the Bank and his employees, who were miraculously saved 
took shelter with us. The terrified patients of the hospital 
even the wounded, were also brought into our house which 
is separated from the hospital by a courtyard; they spent 
the night in the lower story on the floor. The discharge of 
musketry continued while our house was surrounded by 
Turkish soldiers who at the same time guarded the Bank. 
It is useless to endeavor to describe the anguish of our 
hearts. Prayer was upon the lips of all, and we threw 
medals in every direction, having unbounded confidence in 
Mary Immaculate.
April 30th.
This morning we assisted at Holy Mass in thanksgiving 
for our preservation. It is wonderful that any one escaped 
the danger especially since we have learned that all around 
us had been doomed to destruction. The Turkish police are 
most vigilant; at the entrance to all the streets, soldiers 
are posted with loaded guns. During the night more than 
two hundred Bulgarians, carrying dynamite, were killed; 
among them were popes in disguise.
At one o’clock p. m., while we sought a little repose, 
knowing that we would be deprived of rest during the 
night, we were surprised by the explosion of several bombs 
in the rear of our house, followed by a deafening discharge 
of fire arms. A panic took possession of all hearts. This 
time we fully believed that our house was assailed; but a 
moment after, we learned that a Bulgarian in the interests 
of Servia, who had taken lodging in a house quite near 
our school, was returning to his quarters laden with eleven 
bombs. Seeing himself pursued by the police, he ascended 
a little terrace, and after throwing his bombs, taking his 
revolver he said to the soldiers: “See how a brave man 
should d i e t h e n  this unfortunate creature shot himself.
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On that same day was discovered the beginning of a 
tunnel which the Bulgarians had planned to undermine 
the Ottoman Bank: this tunnel was in the cellar of a gro­
cer not far from our establishment. To get rid of the 
earth and stones from this excavation, the grocer daily 
sold to the Bulgarian? who connived with him, sugar and 
coffee, which were no other than the stones enveloped in 
whitepaper. Fortunately all the dynamite did not explode, 
otherwise our house would have shared the fate of the 
Bank.
May 1st.
Troubles continue: bombs are still to be found every­
where. The insurgents are abroad under all costumes, even 
those of Turkish officers. The police service is rigid and most 
vigilant; Europeans are treated with much consideration. 
From six o’clock in the evening every one must be within 
doors. We still have the crew of the Guadalquiver with us.
The suspected individual has been arrested: no more 
doubt therefore, of the atrocious deed, the object of which 
was to draw the attention of the people and of the authori­
ties to the seacoast; it was planned to set fire to the Bank 
at this time, on the evening of the twenty-eighth; but the 
attempt failed.
May 4th.
Dynamite abounds. Yesterday a young man in carrying 
a despatch to the telegraph office was arrested on a stair­
way; he was laden with dynamite.
Our house is carefully guarded by the Turks day and 
night; we are somewhat more tranquil; but our school etc., 
all closed!
May 5th. •
We had a quiet night. The city is a desert, for from 
sunset not a living creature is abroad. In the subterranean 
passage prepared to undermine the Bank, papers have been 
found giving the most definite instructions with regard to 
the plan that had been formed for the destruction of the
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city. Many copies of this plan have been discovered where­
in were pointed out the precise quarters in which the ex­
plosions were to be effected.
Now, let us see the means employed by divine Provi­
dence to save us.
The tunnel destined to reach the Bank crossed the gar­
den of the Hotel Colombo which is next to our house. In 
making the excavations the diggers came in contact with 
the sewers-of this hotel. Finding their work thus im­
peded, they cut the pipe and afterwards closed both aper­
tures. The proprietor of the hotel, perceiving that the 
sewer had no outlet, determined to have it cleaned out, not 
suspecting the real cause of the stoppage. When the Bul­
garians saw that he was beginning this work, they feared 
their evil design would be discovered, and hastened its ex­
ecution, though they realized that incomplete preparations 
might render it ineffectual, as indeed proved to be the case.
To-morrow our crew start for Pirea where they will take 
the steamer for Marseilles.
S i s t e r  P u c c i .
Letter from  R e v . L .  P r o y , Priest of the Mission to 
V e r y  R e y . A .  F i a t , Superior General
Monastir, May 3, 1903.
M o s t  H o n o r e d  F a t h e r
I address you a few lines to assure you of our well-being. 
Although we fear somewhat that the troubles of Salonica 
will be renewed here, yet Î do not believe that the insur­
gents will disturb the mission which has always favored 
the Bulgarians.
All your Children of Monastir are engaged in their 
school duties and in works of charity. They pray for you, 
since at this period you also are being severely tried.
L u c i e n  P r o y .
- 2 5 3 -
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Letter from  R e v .G u s t a v e  M i c h e l , Priest of the Mission.
Coucouch, Macedonia, March 8, 1903.
R e v . a n d  v e r y  D e a r  C o n f r e r e ,
The grace of our Lord he ever with us !
Mindful of our former friendship, I appeal to you in all 
simplicity, soliciting your interest in behalf of a work in­
trusted to me by Divine Providence. For the last year I 
have been stationed at Coucouch, an important centre of 
Macedonia, in one of the residences of the Bulgarian mis­
sion. I direct a. Catholic school and an orphanage for 
boys. Alas! the condition of the country is most lament­
able and most deserving of compassion. The European 
journals must have given you detailed information on this 
point; what they state is indeed too true. The distress 
is appalling on account of this continued insurrection: no 
bread and no money to buy any; people are selling their 
household goods to get a little money to purchase provi­
sions. The number of orphans of both sexes has greatly 
increased; we have reached our extreme limit, and yet 
there are daily new applications for admission. It is im­
possible to receive any more children.
Although the cost of maintaining each orphan is incon­
siderable, still it is out of the question to meet the expenses 
of the whole body. And yet, the case would not be so 
desperate if we had only to provide for these poor, forsak­
en innocent victims of the insurrection and of the misfort­
unes of the times; but every day there are incessant ap­
peals at our door for a little bread. Oh! how happy we 
would be if some charitable soul would come to our aid.
The smallest offering will be gratefully received, All 
who assist us in any manner whatsoever may rely upon 
the prayers of the orphans. I f  you can assist us, I beg you 
to write to Zeitenlik, near Salónica.
Please to accept, et c. G. M i c h e l .
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CHINA
Letter from  R e v , R. d e  J e n l i s ,  Priest of the Mission, 
to V ery  R e v . A. F i a t ,  Superior General.
Shang-Hai, April 16, 1903.
You will be pleased to learn, Most Honored Father, 
that the voyage of the eight young travelers who set out 
upon their journey, March eighth, has been a prosperous 
one. With the exception of a dense fog which delayed 
our vessel eighteen hours within a few miles of Shang-hai, 
the weather was delightful. Very few of us had any ex­
perience of the inconvenience of sea-sickness.
When the steamer put in at Colombo we were cordially 
welcomed by the Oblate Fathers of Mary, and by the 
Fathers of the Foreign Missions at Singapore, Saigon, 
Hong-Kong, although our coming had not been announced.
At Shang-hai, alas ! our worthy Father Boscat was not 
able to meet us, nor to do the honors of his house, not 
even to celebrate the feast of Easter. He has been very 
ill, but the Sisters of Charity take the best care of him. 
He is doing well now, and our visits afford him much 
pleasure.
In a few days I shall continue my journey to Ki-ngan, 
and shall have the good fortune to travel part of the way 
with his Lordship, Mgr. Vic, who is now at Shang-hai. 
Ail rejoice, Most Honored Father, at the arrival of this 
little reinforcement, but they hope that it is only the ad-* 
vance-guard of a more numerous army of young Chinese 
Missionaries.
Compassion for the trials of our native land seems to 
increase in proportion to the distance that separates us 
from her; may our Immaculate Mother and our Holy 
Founder aid you in these trying times, by their powerful 
intercession. René d e  J e n  l i s .
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We have also cheering news from Teliou-San, where the new Seminary 
has been installed whilst awaiting the completion of the house now being 
erected at Kia-Shing, which building it is hoped will be ready in October.
Father Salavert writes from Ting-hai (Tcliou-San), March 29th:
We have learned with pleasure that we may look for­
ward to the arrival of several new students or seminarians, 
for our house in China: these are just what we wanted 
now that everything seems in running order. From the 
day whereon we were so favorably installed, the good 
God has not ceased to bless us, even visibly. Our little 
family, of eighteen persons, has proved even a greater 
success than we could have hoped for, at first. All enjoy 
good health and are in excellent spirits too.
NORTH TCHE-LY PEKIN
We gladly insert the subjoined letter wherein mention is made of the 
Seminary which is the principal work for each of the missions. We in­
tend to have ready for the next number of the Annals the photographs 
referred to, of the seminaries and their directors.
Letter from  R e v .  C. M. G u i l l o t t x ,  Priest of the Mis­
sion, to V e r y  R e v .  A. F i a t ,  Superior General.
Pekin, April 26, 1903.
M o s t  H o n o r e d  F a t h e r ,
Your blessing, i f  you please !
I hope that you will be interested in the little photo­
graphs of our two seminaries, which I am sending you. 
They will prove to you that the Boxers have not succeeded 
in exterminating us: never before have we had so many 
seminaries, nor so many catechumens. Never so many 
seminarians: the opening in ¡September having furnished 
seventy-eight new ones; as to the catechumens, prior to 
the recent disturbances the number of baptisms registered 
for adults did not much exceed one thousand five hundred, 
whilst last year it reached three thousand six hundred, and
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the present year gives promise of five thousand, despite the 
efforts of the demons to discourage the catechumens.
For the duties of direction and teaching in our two 
Seminaries we are only three European priests, with two 
Chinese confrères ; but Chinese literature is taught by six 
lay professors. We are gradually adding to the course 
some branches which please our students and tend greatly 
to develop their intelligence.
Last year, we had nine good priests and we shall have 
as many next year; yet, the number of laborers does not 
suffice for the abundant harvest we have in prospect. The 
spirit of the Seminary is perfect ; greater docility, piety and 
application could not be desired. Hence the happiness we 
experience in the fulfilment of our duties.
Deign, Most Honored Father, 'to bless us all, professors 
and students, and believe me.
Your very humble and obedient Son,
C. M. G u i l l o u x .
Letter from R e v .  P a u l  D u m o n d , Priest of the Mission, 
to R e v .  J. M. A n g e l i ,  at Paris.
Pao-Ting-Fou, March 3, 1903.
R e v . a n d  d e a r  C o n f r e r e ,
The grace of our Lord be ever with us!
At present, I have at the catechists’ school, twenty-four 
promising young men who, in six months or a year, will 
be valuable auxiliaries to the Missionaries. Through God’s 
favor, it is not catechumens that we need, but rather teach­
ers to instruct them. Hence, I availed myself of the very 
first opportunity to re-establish this school for catechists. 
These young fellows live in community only during the 
two or three years that they are engaged in their studies ;
3
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they afterwards remain at home like the rest of the people 
and lend us their concurrence only during the winter and a 
part of the spring. Two advantages result from this: first 
of all they give good example to the other Christians and 
make excellent heads of families; in the second place, they 
are not a charge to the mission save during the school ses­
sion ,—that is six months of the year.
To-day in balancing my finances for this work, I find 
myself still the possessor of fifty francs that you had the 
goodness to send me, May 12, 1900.
In consequence of the disturbances of that year, I have 
yet to thank you, or at least I do not remember to have 
done so. I wish to thank you most sincerely. These fifty 
francs will enable me to keep my twenty-four students at 
school fifteen days longer. I would like to send you the 
photograph of these eleven catechists; you could see that 
they are most promising; unfortunately, however, I have 
not taken the picture. I send you that of our church.
Last year we baptized one thousand adults and this year 
the harvest will not fall short.
P. D u m o n d .  
TCHE-KIANG
On March 2, 1903, Father Louat, P riest of the Mission, wrote to the 
Director of Les Missions Catholiques :
Seeing me again at your door, where I stand and knock, 
you will perhaps say: “Here is a poor man who comes of­
ten to ask for his morsel of bread.” This is true. I do come 
often, but it is for my catechists that I beg, and as I know 
that your readers love this work, I already count on their 
generous aid. I am in a thriving district, one that grows 
steadily. I even find its growth too rapid, when I look 
into my purse. At the close of the present exercise, I shall 
have more than three hundred adult baptisms,and if friends 
will furnish the needful resources, I hope to have more
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than five hundred next year. These numerous conversions, 
despite the slender means at my disposal, show the finger 
of God. My hand is as it were, forced to the work. We 
are far from going in quest of souls, for those who come to 
us, occupy us sufficiently; they seem rather to crowd upon 
us. Indeed my catechists who occupy the outposts, fre­
quently write me letters similar to the one now before me.
“Father, for the past fifteen days I have been at N..., 
sixteen kilometres from the chapel which you confided to 
me. A new Christian settlement is being raised up here, 
and I cannot remain deaf to its pleadings. Everything is 
arranged, the chapel and its fui nil ure have been supplied 
by these new catechumens. I had only to come and occupy 
the place. There are one hundred well-disposed catechu­
mens, but they are unable, without a catechist, to direct 
themselves. Tell me whether I ought to desert them or 
abandon, for the time being, my old chapel.”
As the oldest Christian settlement is, as it were, “weaned”, 
I generally direct the catechist to give the milk of the word 
to the newly-born, and leave the others to manage for 
themselves. However, in acting thus, I perceive that I 
make a great mistake ; I am like a general who would leave 
his advance-guard to carry a new position without estab­
lishing a post of occupation in the old one. The enemy 
could return to the place abandoned and cause a painful 
surprise to those, who know not how to defend it.
Here is a dilemma from which I am unable to extricate 
myself. Without sapecs we can have no catechist. Now 
the catechist is the true savior of these souls: he it is that 
visits them everywhere, instructs them and prevents them 
from being deceived by their friends who are still Pagans. 
I t  may be said that the Missionary only reaps the harvest 
which the principal catechist has prepared for him. In 
our missions of this part of China, the catechist’s work is a
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very important one. His salary, nevertheless, is quite small; 
I give to each, two hundred francs a year ; with this they 
must provide for the maintenance of their family. Often­
times the wife of the catechist shares equally his labors, by 
instructing the female catechumens; hence, these two 
hundred francs are well earned. Any among your readers 
who would wish to provide for a catechist, would thus 
make a good investment for Heaven, since they would 
surely minister to the salvation of many souls.—Les Mis« 
siojis Catholiques, May 8, 1903.
PERSIA
Letter from  R e v  E. D e m u t h ,  Priest of the Mission, to 
V e r y  R e v .  A. F i a t ,  Superior General.
Ourmiah, April 11, 1903.
M o s t  H o n o r e d  F a t h e r ,
Your blessing, i f  you please!
Mgr. Lesne has just informed me of your decision con­
cerning me, on the occasion of the establishment of a new 
house in the Province of Ispahan, and he has notified me 
to set out as soon as possible for the said mission.
To-day, therefore, on the eve of my departure from 
Ourmiah, my heart urges me to renew to you the expres­
sion of my filial obedience and my most devoted attach­
ment to the Congregation, my mother.
At this time, especially, I entreat you to give me your 
blessing.
A new kind of life, very different from that I have 
hitherto led, is now imposed upon me, with the responsi­
bility of an apostolic ministry which must be most labo­
rious in this Province of Ispahan, as there is question 
of nothing less than laboring for the salvation of about
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lages or dwelling in the city of Ispahan itself.
For a long while the people have been desirous of our 
coming to these parts. Even quite recently, when I passed 
through Téhéran, a number of Armenians, in moving 
terms, strove to lay before me the spiritual destitution of 
their compatriots, almost entirely abandoned, and a butt 
moreover, to the contradictions of the unorthodox.
When these lines reach you, I shall be far on my way to 
our new misssion, which I shall reach only about the end 
of May; but immediately on my arrival it will be both a 
pleasure and a duty to send you the details of my reception 
among our Catholics.
E. D e m u t h .
- 2  64-
Letter from  S r .  T a r d y ,  Sister of Charity, to Most 
Honored Mother K i e f f e r .
St. Joseph’s House, Gate of Kasbin, Téhéran, February 10, 1903.
M o s t  H o n o r e d  M o t h e r ,
The grace of our Lord be ever with us!
Permit me to write you some details of our mission and 
our works. Located in the center of the Armenian quarter, 
St. Joseph’s House, of the Gate of Kasbin, at Ourmiah, 
occupies an area of six thousand, two hundred forty square 
metres. Our works are : the Dispensary, Charity Hospital, 
European Hospital, a day school for girls, and a school, 
both extern and intern, for boys.
Crowds of sick #f every nationality visit our dispensary 
daily. Chaldeans, Armenians, Georgians, Prussians, Per­
sians, Turks, and Guébers, come in turn to solicit our care. 
All these poor people profess very different forms of re­
ligion. We minister, on the same day, to the wants of 
3*
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Catholics, Schismatics, Mussulmans, and even to the fol­
lowers of Zoroaster, or Fire-Worshippers.
During these latter years, baptisms have been more nu­
merous than ever at our dispensary. Each in turn, accord­
ing to vocation, w& have the inexpressible delight of open­
ing heaven to the little infants who are brought to us in 
a dying condition. In these moments of celestial joy we 
are best able to comprehend the sublimity of our vocation 
as missionaries, and then we return thanks to Almighty 
God, for having granted us this precious favor. To gain 
souls to God, what sweeter privilege! To secure such an 
opportunity, we would willingly go to the extremities of 
the earth!
We have had, moreover, the consolation of witnessing 
the return of many souls to God—sincere and solid 
conversions.
In our classes, our pupils learn French, Armenian, and 
Persian. The two last-named languages are taught by 
mirzas (professors), to whom we pay twenty-one dollars 
a month. This expense, Most Honored Mother, weighs 
heavily upon our not-well-filled purse. For our own 
maintenance, that of our numerous intern children and our 
other works, our sole assured resource is what we receive 
from the Propagation of the Faith. Our dear mission of 
Teheran, the poorest of all, receives less than any other! 
Had we more abundant means at our disposal, we might 
accomplish much more good: but alas! funds are want­
ing and these dear souls that we came so far to seek, are 
snatched from our grasp by Protestants and Schismatics! 
Our hearts bleed at this sad spectacle, and we ask Jesus, 
the Father of the Poor, to inspire charitable souls with the 
salutary thought of coming to our aid in our poverty.
As to our classes, I must tell you that our pupils, both 
boys and girls are very intelligent, having a remarka­
ble aptitude for the languages. They make very satisfac­
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tory progress, learning in a short time to speak and to 
write PYench.
The children who attend our classes, as well as those 
of our orphanages, are Armenian or Chaldean. Quite 
recently we were obliged to admit several Persians. If 
these continue to be attracted towards us, we must shortly 
open a special class for the Persians who seek admission.
Every day our pupils of the extern female school devote 
two hours to acquiring a knowledge of the duties which 
will make them useful women, and they succeed admir­
ably. In tapestry, the brightest colors are the favorites 
here; our pupils, could they choose, would be charmed 
with a combination of all the tints of the rainbow within 
a space of about four inches. Our little orphan girls are 
in school all morning; in the afternoon, they are employed 
in the workroom.
Some of our children, originally schismatic, manifest, 
admirably, their firmness, by remaining always good Cath­
olics. Two of our orphan boys of the same stamp, are 
now in Rome, at the Armenian Leonian college, pursuing 
their ecclesiastical studies.
Our privations are severe and our trials continual; for, 
at every turn, we are called upon to strive against the ill- 
will and insincerity of the schismatic Armenians and the 
Protestants. Frequently, alas! we can present to our 
Lord only our tears and the thorns that have pierced our 
hands to blood. The field intrusted to our labors is of a 
specially arid soil; for it is much easier to make the con­
quest of a new nation to our holy religion, than to bring 
back to sound doctrine those whom pride and independence 
have entangled in the paths of error. Nevertheless, Most 
Honored Mother, all the bitterness, even all our sufferings 
are forgotten when our old pupils are assembled around us 
for the religious solemnities. Our graceful little chapel is 
too small when pious anniversaries bring back to the nest
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so many birds that had winged their flight. Sweet tears 
flow from our eyes as we contemplate, prostrate before 
their diviue Redeemer, this youthful multitude saved from 
the nets of Satan! Then do we recall to mind that sacri­
fice is the price that must be paid for souls, and we ask 
our Lord to grant us the courage necessary. Our excel­
lent Missionaries testify, under all circumstances, their 
sacred and fraternal devotedness. Twice in the year— 
December eighth and March nineteenth—High Mass and 
Vespers are solemnly chanted in our chapel. For a mo­
ment we yield to the illusion that we are in our native 
land and that we have been transferred to our dear Mother 
House. But, soon, the distressing accents of our harmo­
nium-clarion rudely awaken us from the pleasant dream; 
and our voices strive to drown or soften the groans of the 
poor harmonium, which pleads with all its remaining 
strength for a suitable instrument to replace it. To relieve 
our aching ears, and for the preservation of our lungs, may 
its ardent prayer be answered soon by generous hearts!
Despite Mussulman fanaticism, the Persians are kindly 
disposed towards us, because we take care of their sick 
and we gather in their orphans. These infidels, in whose 
midst we live, have the most exalted idea of our holy 
state and style us in turn: Tarkedoniasfaranguies (French 
virgins), or Dorters Khodlia (Daughters of God).
The higher class evince much respect towards us. Nearly 
all of them speak a little French. Not long ago, a Persian 
Minister said to me: “Ladies, the French language is the 
most beautiful after the Persian; for us Persians, it ranks 
second.” The Prime Minister of the kingdom, His Highness 
Atabek-Azam, treats us with marked benevolence. Per­
ceiving us one day, as he rode in his carriage, he had the 
condescension to inquire how we were getting along, and 
whether we were happy at Teheran. Having answered 
that owing to the goodness of His Majesty Mozafareddin-
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Schah, and to the constant protection of his Highness, we 
were perfectly satisfied; the Grand Vizier appeared de­
lighted with my reply; then speaking French, he added: 
“ I too am pleased to see you, and it is my desire that you 
be always happy here.”
Be pleased to accept, etc.*
S r. T a r d y .
Letter from. Sr. E sc o u t ,  to S r . N..., Sister of Charity.
House of Providence, Gurmiah, February 15, 1903.
M y  v e r y  d e a r  S i s t e r ,
The grace of our Lord be ever with us!
The interest manifested by you towards me in the vari­
ous circumstances under which I have had occasion to 
address you, encourages me to say something to you rela­
tive to the works of my new home. Notwithstanding the 
poverty of the country and the slow progress of civiliza­
tion, our works are quite prosperous; they would be still 
more so, did our resources permit their extension; my Su­
perioress must contract her heart to the limits of her purse, 
especially when poor abandoned little ones are offered her 
and she cannot accept them. There are now in the house 
forty orphan girls, we have room for one hundred or more, 
but what of the means of sustenance! Here no one gives 
anything!
The Germans and Protestants have more than one hun­
dred in each of their houses. However, to do justice to 
the Persians, when they have any children to be provided 
for, it matters not of what religion, they first seek out my 
Sister-Servant, who takes as many as she can, in order to 
restore them to our holy religion, and by proper training 
convert them. They remain with us until their marriage; 
they are not given in marriage—notwithstanding the cus-
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fom of the country-—before the age of sixteen. Parents 
marry their daughters at the age of twelve, and their sons 
at sixteen: neither are remarkable for sense at these ages; 
hence, they never meet alone, but are always under the 
care of the mother of the young man. Six of our chil­
dren were married since January; so we were busy 
enough with wedding trousseaus. This is not so complete 
as in France; the sisters contribute, generally, a dress, a 
pair of trowsers, or a shirt; this being all their means will 
allow them to do. At the risk of wearying you, my dear 
Sister, I would like to describe a Chaldean wedding; you 
are so indulgent that I do not hesitate. ,
To form an idea of this, let us transport ourselves to 
the time when Jacob asked for Rachel. To begin with, 
the relatives of the young man come to inquire whether 
there is any young girl to be married: sometimes they 
have already made her acquaintance. When the answer 
is in the affirmative, they go in search of the young man 
that he may meet the one destined for him; rarely does 
he choose for himself. On his arrival, the young maiden 
is summoned, and according to custom she offers him a 
cup of tea; although not informed of what is going on, 
she understands pretty well, and whilst very modest in her 
demeanor, she tries to get a peep at the visitor. After her 
departure, the young man is asked if she pleases him; 
when the answer is “Yes,” the settlement of the affair only 
awaits the young girl's consent; should her response to 
the questions of the Superioress be: “You are my moth­
er,” preparations for the coming event may be begun at 
once.
When she is married in the city, only one morning of 
excitement and all is over; but it is quite different when 
the aspirant is a young man from the the village. On the 
eve of the appointed day, there come twenty men and wo­
men, without the husband, playing upon drums and bag-
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pipes; these people have started in the early morning. It 
does not require much time to set the table, as the orient­
als eat from the same dish, without spoon or fork. Later, 
the men are sent to sleep at the Mission and the women 
are lodged with us, in a separate apartment; the bed is in 
keeping with the table, they lie side by side. Next day, 
the men arrive, all dancing; until the bride is dressed, this 
must be borne with! When she is ready, two women sup­
port her in their arms, for she would not be allowed to 
walk alone; she is completely veiled, none of the guests 
seeing her face. She is then seated on horseback, the men, 
with their arms around one another, still continue the 
dance, about fifteen of them keeping step in a very droll 
way. Once she is mounted, the caravan moves forward ; 
they reach the village church,—a Chaldean priest marries 
them. After the reception of the Sacrament, the face is 
uncovered, then...so much the worse should it be Lia in­
stead of Rachel.
The children of our house are very much sought after, 
because they know how to sew, and wash; they bake our 
bread and their own every day, and are thoroughly in­
structed in their religion, therefore they make excellent 
mothers of a family.
My description has been rather lengthy, I beg you to 
pardon me, dear Sister, I must hurry on to give you some 
information about other works. One of these, especially 
consoling, is that of the extern children more than one 
hundred and thirty of whom attend our classes daily. I 
have seventy of these children at the asylum and, as a rule, 
they are intelligent and submissive.
But my heart aches when I see them coming, as they do, 
in this intensely cold weather, their little feet bare, and 
scarcely rags enough to cover their shivering frames. How 
I wish that I were able to provide good warm clothing for 
them, but alas! this is impossible! I  kindle a good fire to
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warm them and this is all that is in my power to do... 
My Sister-Servant has under her care many village schools, 
she pays a salary to an assistant teacher, and visits these 
classes occasionally. From the beginning of January, the 
ground is covered with a deep snow, which often freezes; 
as soon as the weather moderates, we are to accompany 
Sister on her visits, that I may replace her when I shall 
have learned the language.
These villages are the property of Mussulman lords, 
but they hold the sisters in the highest esteem; they also 
treat their subjects with great mildness. Very recently 
one of them said: “I am very glad to have Catholic sub­
jects, send me as many as you can.” And the wife of a 
Mussulman general, added: “If  we do not go toTiflis,my 
husband wrill have a castle built in the village of Zoumal- 
ann, in order to live in the midst of Christians.” All this 
my dear Sister, is very consoling, making one love this 
land of Persia, whither obedience has sent me.
I f  the Mohammedans speak in this manner, you may 
judge of the sentiments of the Christians themselves; every 
word from a sister is Gospel to them. My good Sister- 
Servant has not a free moment. Being well versed in the 
language, she is, in turn, judge, advocate, cashier, and 
must hold the divan, as they say, a part of the day. She 
reconciles the daughter with her father, the wife with her 
husband. Two women came not long ago, to seek counsel 
of her in regard to a circumstance in which they were un­
decided how to act, but as the more interested individual 
of the two did not appear to relish the course of conduct 
advanced by Sister, the other woman said: “I do entreat 
you to follow our Mother’s advice, I made the same resist­
ance last year, and I  bitterly repent of having done so.”
One of the greatest trials of my Superioress is the lack 
of resources that would enable her to care for the sick in 
the hospital; now and again some poor woman is received
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there, but to her keen regret, this is all that she is able to 
do. We could easily accommodate thirty patients, but for 
this a regular income would be required, aud our only re­
source is Providence. I t is true, our good God will demand 
an account only of the talents that He has bestowed, and 
this thought partly soothes the anguish one experiences in 
the face of miseries that one is powerless to relieve. I rely 
upon your indulgence to forgive this too extended letter. 
Our Most Honored Mother always manifested so lively an 
interest in the Persian mission, and I am so happy here that 
the mouth, or rather the pen, speaks from the abundance 
of the heart, and I could not do otherwise than enter into 
details, knowing that you are never indifferent to anything 
that concerns me.
I have our little children pray every day for our vener­
ated Superiors who are so much in need at this sad time.
Believe me, etc.
S r . E s c o u r t .
SYRIA-
ANTOURA
Father Coulbeaux, Priest of the Mission, has addressed to the Directer 
of Les Missions Catholiques, the following :
Permit me to send you some notes borrowed from 
memories of a brief sojourn at Antoura.
As the traveler enters the Bay of Beyrout, Lebanon ap­
pears like an imposing chain of mountains running from 
North to South. Massive steep rocks, rising one above 
the other, form a sort of gigantic ascent. Oak trees with 
dense, dark green foliage have forced their roots into all 
fissures of the rocks; with these, along the round sandy 
eminences, are mingled groups of pine-trees.
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Owing to its varied altitude, this region knows, at the 
same time, the four seasons of the year. “Therefore,” say 
the Arab poets, “Lebanon bears Winter on his head; 
Spring blossoms on his shoulders; fruit bearing Autumn 
rests in his bosom; whilst Summer seems to repose at his 
feet, along the seashore.”
Entering Bey rout, one cannot fail to admire the site of 
this city surrounded by gardens. The sides of the moun­
tain are covered with tapering terraces planted with mul­
berry-trees, vines, and walnut trees.
The houses are scattered among the gardens which the 
Libanese have succeeded in laying out among the rocks. 
The shade of the oak and pine, the verdure of the mulber­
ry-trees, and the vines, form an agreeable framework. 
The vine-stocks run freely around the trees and over the 
walls, or creep along the ground-plots. In the midst of 
all, the small square houses with terraced or tiled roof are 
a most charming feature of the landscape.
Above the groups of habitations, emerging from every 
direction, one notices the pretty steeples, or rather the cu­
polas, which seem to crown the parish churches, the 
domestic chapels, and the many convents to be found in 
the villages.
It is in the centre of this picturesque and imposing 
natural scenery, about three hours' journey from Bey rout, 
that one comes upon Antoura.
Our college there, is a model educational institution. Its 
site, an isolated one, above the heated, stifling, humidity 
of the cities along the shore, is, for its students a preserva­
tive against physical anemia. I shall say nothing of the 
wise arrangement of the classes, nor of the perfect order 
that responds to all the needs of the household and of dis­
cipline. Its reputation is well established. This has been 
demonstrated even from an early date by the number of 
its students, who flock from the neighboring regions, from
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Egypt, and even from Bagdad. The number is filled 
every year! Three hundred students!
** *
At Antoura, there is a convent of the Visitandines. 
Like those in France, this convent joins to contemplation 
the education of young girls.
A French instructress has, with admirable devotedness, 
bound herself to the requirements of the cloister in order 
to teach our language, and to give to the young Libanese, 
that complete refinement and polish which the native sis­
ters likewise desire for their pupils.
The establishment of the Maronite Visitandines dates 
much further back. It may be traced to the Rev. Jesuit 
Fathers who dwelt in their mountains in the eighteenth 
century and who, discovering in many young persons 
under the care of their ministry, a religious vocation, had 
introduced in their favor the Rule of the Visitation, as 
best suited to their aptitudes.
The monastery of the Visitation at Antoura is, like the 
violet resting in the shade of the oak-tree, timidly sheltered 
under the tutelary protection of the college conducted by 
our confreres. A pathway is the only separation between 
the two inclosures.
*Hi &
On the summit of a mountain about an hour’s travel 
further on, the monastery of St. Elias, inhabited by the 
Antonines, was pointed out to us.
Here, as elsewhere in all the Maronite convents, the 
law of monastic poverty does not impose upon its members 
a discipline uniform and unbending under all circumstances.
Repasts are not taken in a common refectory. Each 
one has, in her cell, a little housekeeping arrangement of 
her own, like the Beguins of Belgium. Those whose rel­
atives are not poor, receive assistance from them periodi­
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cally,—but not in money— whilst others in the neighbor­
ing cells suffer from hunger. Here is fatally repeated the 
abuse which St. Paul condemns; u Alius quidem esurit, 
alius autem ebrius est ”
** *
These items were given me whilst wre were passing 
through a grove of mulberry-trees on our way to a shady 
platform under the old oaks.
Thence, we could enjoy a gorgeous view of the Bay of 
Beyrout and of Djounia. We were soon followed thither 
by refreshments sent by the Rev. Mother Prioress, accord­
ing to the hospitable custom of her country: water-melon, 
wine, fresh water, coffee.
“—Are vocations numerous?” I asked.
“—Yes, fairly so.”
Religious women, it appears have no difficulty in gath­
ering recruits: for this is done either by the voluntary 
choice of young persons who are called to the perfection of 
the Christian life, or by the inclination which families 
evince to send thither such of their daughters as are not 
asked for in marriage. To this custom may perhaps be 
attributed the relaxation of the austere laws of poverty to 
which allusion has already been made.
** *
The Libanese constitute in the Ottoman empire, a small 
autonomous principality, the shores of the Mediterranean 
to the west, forming the natural frontier to their territory. 
But the convention of 1860, which secured self-government, 
to the Libanese, claimed from them, for the central ad­
ministration of Constantinople, the three important cities 
of Tripoli, Beyrout, and Saïda, which command the entire 
Syrian coast.
The SandjaJc territory of Libanus has, therefore, been 
deprived of the resources that insured its wealth, and with
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these resources has lost also the influence formerly exerted 
over these regions, and, with the three aforementioned 
ports, their respective bordering zones.
** *
According to the late census, the population has in­
creased to six hundred thousand souls; of these, three 
hundred thirty thousand are Maronites, two hundred, six­
ty-five thousand, Christians of divers nationalities and 
rites (United Greeks or Melchites, Armenians, Chaldeans, 
Syrians and Copts), all Catholics. In the north, there is 
a mixture of the Mussulman element, about two thousand, 
belonging to the fanatical sect of the Metoualis; in the 
south, they are surrounded by forty thousand pagan 
Druses.
His Excellency Mgr Hoyek, Maronite Patriarch, has graciously ad­
dressed the folowing letter to Father Saliège, Priest of the Mission— 
who for twenty-five years has held the office of Superior of the college 
of Antoura — on occasion of this twenty-fifth anniversary. The letter 
is a valuable testimony to the venerated Superior, to his devoted colabor­
ers, and to all those whom Mgr. Hoyek wished to honor by these lines :
Bekorki, May 4, 1903.
To t h e  R e v .  S u p e r i o r .
R e y . a n d  d e a r  F a t h e r ,
Five and twenty years ago, guided by Divine Provi­
dence you assumed the direction of this flourishing College 
of Antoura to which you have consecrated the labors of the 
best years of your life with the solicitude of your mind 
and the affection of your heart. Now, on this sweet anni­
versary, I hold it a duty to render public homage to your 
devotedness, your zeal, to all the virtues displayed in this 
long career. The evidence of the good, which you have
4
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accomplished, the glory redounding to God and to His 
holy Church, the honor accruing therefrom to France, of­
fers you a tribute, more solemn than any words of mine 
could convey. Reaching further than my voice, the voices 
of those trained, instructed, and guided by you in the path 
of virtue and of science, are raised on every side to thank 
you and to celebrate this anniversary.
I f  distressing circumstances debar your friends and your 
children from investing the occasion with due prominence, 
nothing can hinder them from manifesting full appreciation 
of the Sons of St. Vincent de Paul, of all the French reli­
gious and missionaries who devote themselves to the edu­
cation of youth, as well as of all religious women who 
have consecrated their lives to the relief of humanity: we 
desire, especially, to tender the expression of our grateful 
acknowledgment and our admiration to the Daughters of 
Charity, who have covered this Oriental soil with immor­
tal monuments of their devotedness and self-sacrifice, who 
cause blessings to be invoked in every language by the 
mouth of children, by venerable old age, by the sick and the 
orphans, upon France, which is their native land, and whose 
greatest glory they are. Vainly might any strive to ignore 
the merit of their admirable and heroic virtues: these wor­
thy children of France will never cease to love France 
and to draw upon her the esteem and sympathy of all with 
whom they hold intercourse; their excellent qualities, their 
benevolent works, whilst proclaiming to the universe the 
vitality and the grandeur of the Catholic religion, exhibit 
at the same time the noble and generous character of the 
French people. Recognized and loaded with favors, or, 
misunderstood and exiled, with God’s help, they will stead­
ily pursue their work of charity and civilization, until, final­
ly, the eyes even of the most hostile will be opened to con­
template the luminous train of benefits marking their pas­
sage, and by which their footsteps may be traced.
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I  hope, Kev. and Dear Father, that you will yet be 
granted long years, wTherein to labor, before saying your 
Cur sura consummavi; and I wish you at the close of a long, 
well-filled career, the crown of justice promised to those 
who love and serve God. These are the sentiments, these 
the wishes, that I  beg you to accept, on this feast; they 
come, as you know, from a sincere heart.
Your very devoted servant,
E l i a s  P e t e r  H o y e k ,
Maronite Patriarch of Antioch and of all the Orient
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AFRICA
MADAGASCAR 
( s o u t h e r n  v i c a r i a t e )
Letter from  R e v .  F .  B e r t r a n d ,  Priest of the Mission, 
to V e r y  R e v .  A. F i a t ,  Superior General.
Ambohipeno, April 20, 1903.
M o s t  H o n o r e d  F a t h e r ,
Your blessing, i f  you please !
It is indeed from a mass of ruins that I write you. On 
Monday, March twenty-third, a violent cyclone destroyed, 
in a few hours, all our buildings, church, school, habita­
tions,—all are now no longer but a heap of rubbish.
About five o'clock in the evening, the hurricane burst 
forth with unprecedented violence; several huts in the 
village, quite near us, were instantly blown down. I began 
to fear for our buildings, constructed, after the manner of 
the country, of wood.
At half*past five, the workshop, one section of which 
served as a storehouse for our provisions, flour, wine, etc..., 
fell at a single blast. I hastened to our chapel which was 
directly in the path of the storm. The rain had already 
saturated and come through the straw roof: the whole 
place was flooded. As I  entered, one side of the wall fell 
at my feet, whilst the wind and rain, rushing in through 
the wide opening, seemed bent on wholesale destruction. 
I then started in search of a board with which to close the 
space left by the fallen wall, but had only gone a few paces 
when a horrible crash announced that the ruin was com­
plete. At that same moment, Father Dinka happened to
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be in a room near the chapel; he had barely time to make 
his escape. We both tried to withdraw the tabernacle, but 
this was impossible; the beams from the roofing had fallen 
upon the altar, without doing much damage, however, 
although beside them lay in pieces, the statues of the V ir­
gin Immaculate and of the Sacred Heart, which for some 
months past had been the adornment of our humble 
chapel; the chandeliers were twisted or broken, the chest 
in which our ornaments were kept was also broken.
What caused me to experience the keenest anguish was 
the hopelessness of saving the holy tabernacle which we 
were compelled to leave there, in the midst of the rubbish, 
exposed to the storm and rain... “But what,” shall I say, 
with Father Bourdaise, one of our worthy ancient confreres 
who was, likewise, obliged to abandon the sacred taberna­
cle amid the ruins of a conflagration, “our Lord is always 
adorable, no matter where He may be!” #»
Whilst we were wasting our strength in useless efforts, 
the school-building was also demolished, crushing as it fell 
benches and tables; all our children’s books were damaged.
As our last shelter, the little hut we inhabited, was still 
standing. Could it be called a dwelling? The wind had 
carried away the roof formed of leaves, and the rain poured 
in ; the beams cracked above our heads, and at intervals the 
gale seemed ready to lift and bear our poor cabin away. 
Father Dinka and I strove to steady the door, shaken by 
the wind; there we remained ready to precipitate ourselves 
into the darkness.
Towards nine o’clock, the tempest seemed to redouble its 
violence; it was now evident that there was no longer safe­
ty for us here. We therefore thought it prudent to seek 
hospitality at the Administrator’s residence. We each took 
a bundle of what we could gather, wrapped in a bed-cover- 
let, and set out to make our way, the heavy rain pelting 
4 *
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us all the while as if it had been hail. Lying upon the 
ground along our path, were the gigantic uprooted eucalyp­
tus and mango trees, or branches of them wrenched off by 
the whirlwind: in the village the cries of the inhabitants 
mingled with the uproar of the tempest which dealt de­
struction to their poor little straw-built homes. At almost 
every step we jostled against heaps of rubbish, or both 
fell into a ravine, along the route.
Father JDinka lost one of his shoes.. Struggling in this 
manner for half an hour, we finally reached the residence 
of the Administrator and his lady, who received us with 
the greatest kindness. Their house was less exposed to the 
hurricane: on one side, however, the zinc roof had been 
torn off by the tornado and the rooms were inundated. 
Two rooms remained which had not been damaged; these 
were placed at our disposal, and here we awaited the result 
of the tempest. You may imagine in what anxiety we 
passed that night.
The next morning although the rain was still falling the 
storm had subsided. We went down to the mission; our 
hut might be said to be there, but in what a sad condition! 
All its parts dislocated and leaning over: it seemed to so­
licit the final stroke for its dissolution.
Our first care was to try to rescue the tabernacle: the 
leading men of the village came—according to the custom 
of the country—to offer their condolences : with their as­
sistance we immediately removed the large beams that had 
fallen upon the altar, and I carried the sacred deposit to 
our poor hut; there we consumed the consecrated Species.
It was only then that I could realize the full extent of 
our misfortune. Church, school, workshop, kitchen, habi­
tation, all blown down,—and a few hours later we were 
informed that the House of Ivato had been levelled with 
the ground: the school that had just been rebuilt was but 
slightly injured; the cyclone had contented itself with bor­
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ing a hole to a depth of about thirty-nine inches, in front 
of the door, whence the stake had been carried away.
The final result which I immediately telegraphed to 
Mgr. Crouzet was: “complete ruin, everything to be re­
built.” Although he was on h:s way to Tulear, his an­
swer, sent at once, was just what I expected: “Reconstruct 
everything.”
It would indeed be lamentable to abandon this promis­
ing mission of Matatane, which our ancient confreres had 
already evangelized, and of which one of them wrote to 
Saint Vincent : “This country is best calculated to advance 
the affairs of our holy religion, for, here the most intelli­
gent people are to be found.”
We accept, with entire resignation ¡to the will of God, 
the trial that is in store for us, and with unshaken confi­
dence we again set about the work. The children are re­
turning to school which we manage to keep in a little hut 
assigned us by the Administrator, and every Sunday they 
crowd around our dwelling to assist at Mass: their can­
ticles and prayers resounding through the open air....May 
the Divine Master listen to their supplications and enable 
us soon to offer Him a more fitting abode.
Permit me, Most Honored Father, to ask you to recom­
mend our poor mission of A mbohipeno to the charity of 
those good persons who are interested in our works here. 
Accept the assurance of my profound respect and my filial 
affection, in our Lord.
B e r t r a n d .
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TULEAR
ITS POPULA TIO N ; RELIGION MORALS A N D  IN STITUTIO NS.
B Y  R E V . J . CASTA N, PR IEST OF TH E  MISSION.
The city of Tulear, of recent foundation is built on the 
downs that run along the magnificent Bay of Tolia, at one 
kilometre from the mouth of the Fiherena, a large river on 
the west coast. Its situation is about 23° 38' south lati­
tude, and 41° 15' east longitude.
The Catholic mission, directed by the Priests of the 
Mission, at the epoch of its landing on this shore, August 
16, 1897, found only a few wretched huts occupied by 
some trading creoles from the Isle of Bourbon, or more or 
less abandoned owing to the disturbances incited by the 
natives on account of the transient residence of the Hova 
troops. On the eve of our arrival, a company of skirmish­
ers commanded by a French captain, came to replace the 
governor and Hova authorities. A small fort having, at a 
distance, the appearance of a citadel, was the encampment 
of the French soldiers.
His Lordship, Mgr. Crouzet, four months previous, had 
the happy and prudent thought of securing for the mission 
a large plot of ground, with a dilapidated building scarcely 
habitable, quite a large store with its dependencies. Thanks 
to this wise foresight, his Lordship who came to install 
Father Castan and Brother Cazeau could find accommo­
dations for himself and his Missionaries without being 
obliged to remain in the open air. The reception given 
elsewhere by the captain, the commander of troops, to the 
little band, was extremely benevolent and fraternal.
One Frenchman, some Englishmen, Norwegians, Ger­
mans, in all, seven or eight Europeans, several Indians, 
comprised the foreign population. A few families had set­
tled on a little islet, Nossi-Vey eighteen miles from Tulear,
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awaiting more peaceable times to remove to the main land. 
The number of natives was likewise small, as they pre­
ferred to keep as far as possible away from the troops. 
Although, at the period to which I refer, the population 
was not very large, it was evident that the surrounding 
villages had been the home of many who for the time 
being had gone further.
The city, by no means to be regarded as small, has, 
moreover, grown in importance, with a gradual but steady 
increase in population,—European, Creole, and Native.
There is a marked improvement in the style of building: 
frame, stone, and sheet iron edifices being now substituted 
for straw-huts that formerly sheltered the few inhabitants 
of Tulear. The residence ; the home, several stories high, 
of a colonist; also a hospital; barracks; an exchange 
office; private houses in stone; the Norwegian Lutherans’ 
Temple, very grand for this part of the world;—such are 
the monuments which embellish our city. A wharf con­
structed upon our bay will shortly add much to the pros­
perity of this immense harbor, wherein our vessels may 
defy the fury of the winds. Our poverty prevents us 
from keeping pace with this movement, as the mission 
owns but one frame-building, which an opportunity en­
abled us to purchase, a straw-hut serving the purpose of a 
church, another for a school, with its dependencies.
The French with the Creoles of the Reunion are very 
numerous, and the majority are now permanently settled 
at Tulear: this is likewise true of many other inhabitants. 
With the exception of two colonists who, to a certain 
extent, may be said to cultivate their land, all the whites 
trade with the natives, either directly, or through Indian 
agents or Hovas. The people of the interior flock to the 
market of Tulear, where they trade their own products: 
rice, potatoes, manioc, sugar-cane, Indian corn, kidney- 
beans, lentils raised here, etc., taking in exchange cloth,
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children’s toys, even money. Caoutchouc, one of the re­
sources of the interior, furnishes very advantageous traffic. 
Sheep and oxen are sent to Beira, Laureneo, Marquez, etc.  ^
on the African coast.
The French and Creoles are Catholics, but unfortunately 
they are not all practical. They bear —some of them, at 
least—a striking resemblance to the soldiers and the traders 
in South Madagascar, of whom our venerated and saintly 
predecessors, Fathers Nacquart, Gondr£e, Bourdaise, etc., 
complained. The other European merchants trouble them- 
selves very little more about religion ; the Indians alone 
practise faithfully what they profess. How painful to 
bear witness to so sad a truth!!!
The native population of Tulear and its environs is far 
from being of homogeneous origin, but may be comprised 
as follows: The Vfaos Sakalavas of the western coast, their 
chief occupation being that of fishing, or the unloading of 
ships in the roadstead, and as occasion offers, traffic with 
the Mahafalys. Some are employed by the whites as do­
mestics.— The Metis, offspring of a Yezos mother and a 
white father, for the most part sailors or soldiers; many of 
them are Creole merchants, trading for years along the 
coast.— The Machicores, country people, absolutely igno­
rant of even the rudiments of civilization. Formerly, in­
cessant warfare so engaged their attention that they wholly 
neglected agriculture, but they now cultivate their lands 
and bring to Tulear the surplus of the harvests, retaining 
only what is necessary for their own subsistence and the 
maintenance of their families.— The Mahafalys, not nu­
merous, who receive in exchange for caoutchouc and sheep, 
cloth and money, have never established themselves at 
Tulear.
— .Ambaniandres Hovas or Betsil6os, who have made a 
descent upon the coast as soldiers of the ex-queen; and, af­
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ter the occupation of the place by the French, made a per­
manent settlement there.
In our district there are still to be found several other 
distinct tribes, over which we exert no influence whatever, 
they are: thg Baras Imamona,— whose reigning King 
has always manifested respect for French authority- a 
tribe possessing great wealth in oxen and ricefields,-a tribe 
susceptible of civilization, although now ruled by vice and 
misbehavior;—the Baras Be in some degree evince docil­
ity, but they are hard to govern;—the Antanosy, mostly 
emigrants from A nosy, near Fort Dauphin, w’ho labor and 
have fixed their abode far from their native place. All 
these are so many tribes to be evangelized! Messis quidem 
muUa ! 11
The Vezos, or dwellers on the coast, as well as the Metis, 
with whom we are now laboring, have only the faintest 
ideas about God, they fear Him little, and, alas! love Him 
less. One finds among them some notions of the Creator; 
they sometimes take Him to witness what they say in their 
lawsuits or litigations with the whites, but, on the whole, 
their thoughts seldom revert to Him. They have rather 
a dread of the evil genii: Andriansbilitse or Devoly, the 
genii of such or such deceased relatives, to whom they at­
tribute, generally, sickness, reverses, misfortunes; and to 
appease these latter, they offer the bull, the sheep, cock, etc.
Among them the idea of immortality and of the future 
life, is very vague. The soul, they believe, rejoins those 
of its ancestors in some undetermined place whence it may 
escape to revisit those whom it left on earth; but as these 
visits are rather disagreeable to the relatives, they are care­
ful to furnish the deceased person with all that he or she 
may need: all the belongings of the person are buried in 
the same coffin, which is richly ornamented, the gifts of 
condolence also follow the corpse. A box solemnly exca­
vated by the nearest of kin, and the friends from the trunk
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of a tree, precedes the body wrapped in linen After the 
sepulture, those who have attended the furneral run about 
in disorder, making interminable windings, moving along 
in zigzag fashion as they return to their homes; their ob­
ject being that the deceased person may los# all trace of 
his former abode, and they finally destroy his hut, no 
matter how well built, to make sure that the soul may not 
be able to revisit that place, to disturb the living. Oxen 
are immolated on the tomb of the departed, and even the 
very poorest finds some.relative or friend who offers this 
animal to his manes.
The native does not pray for the repose of the departed 
soul, he is concerned rather about his own repose.
Most of the ancient institutions of the country have en­
tirely disappeared. The French government alone pub­
lishes the laws, attending also to their being put into exe­
cution. No doubt there are superintendents appointed to 
see that these measures are carried out, but everything is 
done in the name of the administrator. Nothing has, as 
yet, interfered with their prudent management in the re­
gion of Tulear. The overseers are generally the same 
officials who command the divers tribes of the military 
companies, but they are paid by the government.
There are, besides, some other sections, remote from any 
central point, the refuge of certain rebellious individuals, 
but French influence which has penetrated even to those 
parts, is now exercised almost thoughout the Island, a ter­
ritory as vast as France and Belgium united. Our section 
alone equals in extent three departments of France. The 
population is by no means as large; for,like ancient Gaul, 
this land so vast is covered with immense forests and deep 
marshes. I t is to be hoped that along with the growth of 
French influence that of our holy religion will extend more 
and more in favor of those poor, but dear people, still 
seated in the darkness of error.
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Extract from the JS. V. C. Student, Los Angeles.
It is always interesting, and often most useful, to cast a 
retrospective glance upon our establishments and their 
works; we generally find much to admire, as we review 
the efforts and devotedness of the men who have sur­
mounted the difficulties attending almost all such under­
takings. This is what we shall have occasion to do con­
cerning the College of St. Vincent de Paul, Los Angeles, 
California.
Like all works destined to endure, St. Vincent’s College 
attained its growth only after many years of labors, fatigues 
and sufferings. At the urgent and repeated solicitations of 
the first Bishop of Los Angeles, Mgr. Amat, of the Con­
gregation of the Mission, the Sisters of Charity brought to 
this land of the West the edification and relief of their 
charity.
The Sisters who, like the Priests of the Mission, were 
founded by St. Vincent de Paul, joined their entreaties to 
those of the Bishop who asked for the Lazarists. His 
Lordship’s intention was that these priests would direct 
the sisters and take charge of a college in‘his diocese.
The Visitor, the Very Rev. Stephen V. Ryan, after­
wards Bishop of Buffalo, sent to California, from the South, 
Rev. John Asmuth, C. M., as Superior, with Fathers Rubi 
and Beaky, C. M. On their arrival at Los Angeles, the 
Missionaries found that no preparation had been made for
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their coming. Leaving this city, they repaired to San 
Francisco; a mission was then offered them at Carson city, 
Nevada, by Mgr. O’Connell. After a brief sojourn in 
Nevada, they returned to the South and were met by KeV. 
James McGill, who had come to California to aid his con­
freres to establish a house in Los Angeles.
An old brick building near La Plaza was rented, and a 
school for boarders and day scholars was opened, August
10, 1865; these were the first steps towards the foundation 
of a college. The ancient edifice was the turning point in 
the history of St. Vincent’s College. There, amid trials and 
the privations of poverty, these valiant pioneers, sustained 
by the sole thought of the will of God and the desire to 
promote His glory, toiled and labored with untiring devot­
edness. Scarcely had the new work triumphed over the 
difficulties that impeded its progress, when it was severely 
tried, in the loss of its first Superior, Father Asmuth, 
whose death occurred December 16, 1865. A few months 
later the rising institution had also to mourn the death of 
Father John Beaky. So gloomy and disheartening seemed 
the outset of the new College, that the Visitor was on the 
point of withdrawing his priests from the Pacific coast. 
The bishop, indeed, proposed to give them a plot of ground 
granted by the city, on condition that they would build a 
college thereon; but the location was neither advantageous 
from a sanitary point of view, nor convenient, and, there­
fore, the offer was declined. The priests were about to re­
nounce the project and return to the East, when Almighty 
God, who had His own designs in bringing the Children 
of St. Vincent t© California, sent to them a generous friend 
and benefactor, in the person of the late Mr. O. W. Childs. 
This truly noble gentleman made over to them nine acres 
of land in a most desirable quarter of the city. Thus as­
sured of a site for their college, the priests immediately set 
about raising the necessary funds for building; whilst many
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of the citizens of Los Angeles aided materially in this good 
work, the county donated one thousand dollars, the city 
five hundred.
Meanwhile, Fathers O’Leary, O’Brien, and Guidry 
came to offer their services to the new college. In the 
midst of a large concourse of people, Bishop A mat laid 
the corner-stone of St. Vincent’s College, August 15, 
1867. Just about that time, Rev. J. Moore, C. M., arrived.
In March of the following year, the edifice, solidly con­
structed of stone, and one of the finest in southern Cali­
fornia, was ready for occupation; and on the seventeenth 
of the same month, professors and students repaired to 
their new abode, one that, in many respects, might be 
termed a grand building.
On August 15, 1869, the college was chartered by the 
State and empowered to confer degrees, the privileges 
of a university were also added to the Charter. Father 
Richardson, who succeeded Father McGill, as Superior, 
was himself in turn, replaced in this office by Father 
Meyer, C. M.
From the day on which the college occupied its new 
position, the efforts of its priests were crowned with suc­
cess. It finally, became necessary to provide another 
location because of the ever-increasing number of students. 
The old building on Sixth Street was sold, and a new site, 
givingon Washington and Grand Avenues, was purchased.
The new edifice, which is an ornament to the quarter of 
the city wherein it is situated, was completed in February, 
1887, and thenceforward occupied. June of the same 
year saw its students receive Diplomas in the college 
course; to these have since succeeded many others, the 
glory of their Alma Mater. JSTot a few students, graduat­
ing from St. Vincent’s, have been admitted to the divers 
universities. Whether at Washington or Stanford, as well 
at Ann Arbor as at Berkeley, the honorable discharge of
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duty has been crowned with success. Many of them have 
won high reputation in their professional career. Some, 
having consecrated their lives to the service of the Church, 
are now to be found in the ranks of the sacred ministry. 
Others have journeyed to the land beyond the tomb. The 
high standing attained by St. Vincent’s College gives 
promise of an enviable future.
CENTRAL AMERICA
COSTA RICA
Letter from V e r y  R e v . F e r d . P i e f f o r t , Priest o f the 
Mission, to V e r y  R e v . A, F i a t , Superior General
San José de Costa Rica, Feb. 18, 1903.
M o s t  H o n o r e d  F a t h e r ,
Your blessing, i f  you please !
It is a happiness for me to afford you a little consolation 
in the midst of your trials, by giving you an account of 
the installation of our sisters at the hospital of Cartago. 
The day before yesterday, at eight o’clock a. m., Sister 
Visitatrix accompanied by the two sister servants of San 
José, brought to Cartago, an hour’s travel by rail from the 
Capital, the four sisters for the new foundation. At nine 
o’clock Father Stork and myself also arrived at the station 
where we found an immense gathering : all the city authori­
ties were assembled ; the clergy, the governor, the army. 
All fell into line* the band struck up a military march 
and the procession moved forward to the nearest church, 
St. Nicholas, where the Te Deum was solemnly entoned. 
The procession then resumed its march to the hospital ac­
companied by the band. The hospital is small, but well
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equipped ; in time, according to the assurances of the gov­
ernor and the administration, it will be an important estab­
lishment, for land and funds are in reserve. In a few mo* 
ments the house was thronged: the authorities and the 
crowd following the sisters and curiously gazing at the 
white cornette.
Our dear sisters visited all the departments, the little 
chapel first; they were received with great joy by the pa­
tients in the wards. By degrees the crowd dispersed and 
the|sisters could breathe freely and move about at pleasure. 
The next morning, feast of our Blessed Martyr, I cele­
brated the first Mass in the chapel: the installation was 
effected.
I started from'Guatemala on the twenty-fifth of January, 
leaving at the house good Father Birot, so full of zeal and 
energy, despite his seventy-four years of age ; his arrival 
at Guatemala is a real blessing. I trust, Most Honored 
Father, that you will leave him there for the rest of his 
life, although the Bishop of Salvador is anxious for his 
return.
I am with our German confrères who bestow every 
kindness and attention upon me. I am truly edified by 
the union and charity I witness in this blessed house.
In a few days I shall set out, not without regret, for 
Nicaragua, San Miguel, and then return to Guatemala.
I have the honor to be, etc.
F e r d  P i e f f o r p .
5
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SOUTH AMERICA
BRAZIL
Letter from R e v . J. G i o r d a n o , Priest of the Mission, 
to V e r y  R e v . A. F i a t , Superior General.
Caraça (Minas), 1902.
The mission of Caraça is one of the most flourishing 
under the care of our Congregation in Brazil.
The state of Minas is about twelve hundred miles in 
length; it is divided into three dioceses which are gov­
erned by zealous and virtuous bishops. The mission of 
Caraça, Most Honored Father, confided to the Priests of 
the Mission of Saint Vincent de Paul, since 1822, is the 
centre of this vast state of Minas.
It requires nine months of the year to evangelize the 
various parishes of Minas.
In union with my devoted confrères, I gave thirteen 
missions in the course of the year 1901, the shortest lasted 
fifteen days. To give these thirteen missions we were ob­
liged to travel many hundreds of leagues, through forests, 
uncultivated lands, over mountain chains ; through rough 
and dangerous roads cut out of frightful rocks and bor­
dered by deep precipices, and this in a temperature of in­
tense cold or of scorching heat.
But, how painful and dangerous soever these excursions 
may be, the evangelical laborer finds himself amply repaid 
for all his toil and suffering when, returning home to put 
in practice the salutary counsel of our Lord to His Apos­
tles : Requiescite pusillum, he has this consoling thought : 
our good God has made use of me, notwithstanding my 
unworthiness, to convert thousands of sinners.
I t cannot be disputed that these labors exceed all hu-
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man strength, and that it would be impossible to persevere 
therein were we not sustained by power from on high.
Inclosed you will find an account of the missions 
preached during this year.
Please accept, etc.
J o s e p h  G i o r d a n o .
ACCOUNT RENDERED
OF TH E MISSIONS PR EA C H ED  IN  TH E  DIOCESE OF M ARI­
A N N A  (BRAZIL,) B Y  T H E  LAZARIST MISSIONARIES OF 
CARA9A-M IN A S, D U R IN G  T H E  Y E A R  1901.
PARISHES EVANGELIZED DAYS COMMUNIONS
LEGALIZED
MARRIAGES
Rosario-de-Cocaee. . . . , . 15 3,000 10
Palm yra........................ , . . . 16 1,000 7
Remedios.............................................. 16 3,000 20
Rosario-de-Juiz-de-Fora. . . . 16 2,800 20
Citade-de-Lima-Duarte. . . . 17 2,700 30
San-Antonio-da-Claria. . . . 14 • 1,200 30
Patrocinio-de-Muriahé. . . . . 16 1,900 40
San-Pedro-dos-Ferros- . . . . 19 3,000 30
Vermelho-Novo.................................. 15 2,000 20
San-Barbara-do-Rio-Novo. . . 13 1,800 30
San-Pedro-do-Pequery. . . . 19 1,000 40
Amparo-do-Serra.............................. 15 3,000 7
Remarks.— During these missions :
3,000 persons made their First Communion ;
3 cemeteries were laid o u t; 
3 churches blessed.
----- *—- --------
The object of the interesting work dedicated to the French Catholic 
Missions and comprising six volumes in quarto, undertaken and directed 
by Father Piolet, S. J., is to set forth the apostolic labors accomplished in 
South America.— We extract certain points of general information relative 
to the Lazarists and to the Sisters of Charity. It is to be observed that 
there is question here only of the labors effected in country missions to the 
exclusion of those given in dioceses regularly organized.
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I. — G E N E R A L  INFORM ATION,
Mr. Wiener, one of our diplomatic agents, and perhaps, 
the best acquainted with the country, in a note written for 
the book of the Missions, says: “The South American 
continent with its eighteen square kilometres, is peopled 
by nearly forty millions of inhabitants. Fifteen millions 
of these belong to the ancient Portuguese colony which at 
present constitutes the United States of Brazil, extending 
over a surface of nearly eight millions and a half square 
kilometres, an extent of surface seventeen times as large 
as that of France. The rest of the population comprises 
the vice royalties and Spanish captaincies, divided at pres­
ent into nine republics: The Argentine, five times larger 
than France; Chili, of about equal surface; Peru, twice 
and a half as large; Ecuador, a little larger than our own 
country; Bolivia, twice as large; Colombia, once and a 
half as large; Venezuela, three times as large; Paraguay, 
something less than half its extent, and Uraguay, two 
fifths less. In addition to these republics, we may men­
tion the three Guianas: French, English, and Dutch.
Within the last half century, Europeans have brought 
to many of these countries new elements of vigor and 
energy: Argentine and Uruguay have derived the most 
profit therefrom. Seventy years ago, Argentine numbered 
but one million two hundred thousand inhabitants; at 
present, less from increase of births than from immigra­
tion, the population has amounted to nearly five millions. 
Uruguay, which in the beginning of the nineteenth centu­
ry numbered sixty-five thousand inhabitants, had nearly a 
million at the opening of the twentieth. There are scarcely 
forty thousand Europeans in Chili; Peru counts thirteen 
or fourteen thousand; Ecuador about one thousand.”
Many French congregations of men besides our congre­
gations of Brothers of the Schools, are established in South
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COLOMBIA
T A B L E  OF DISTANCES
FROM CALI FROM MANIZALES
To Tunja . . . . 14 days. To Tunja . . . . . 8 (
Medellin . . . 9 — Medellin . . . . 4
Manizales . . . 5 — Santa-Rosa . . . i
Santa-Rosa . . . 4 — Cartago . . . .
Cartago . . . . 3 — Buga . . . . . 4
Buga . . . . 1 — Cali ........................ 5
Palmira . . . . l? — Palmira . . . . 5
Popavan . , 3 — Popayan . . . . 8
Pasto . . . . 11 — Pasto . . . . . 14
Quito, by land 18 — Quito (land) . . . 22
— by sea 14 — — (sea) . . . 19
Panama . . . . 5 __ Panama (by Honda) 16
To Salvador . . . 9 _ Panama (by Cali) 10
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America, also female congregations. The following notes 
concern the Lazarists and the Sisters of Charity.
IJ .—  LAJZARISTSt.
Lazarists are very numerous in Central America: at 
Salvador, Guatemala, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Chili, 
Paraguay, in the Argentine Republic and in Brazil. They 
are chiefly engaged in training the native clergy and in 
giving missions. They have also been laboring for the con­
version of the Indians in the Republic of Costa Rica since 
the year 1885; also of those in the plains of Tolima and 
Cauca in Colombia, as well as of those who speak the Ki- 
chaun language in Ecuador. In the Argentine Republic, 
on the frontiers that separate it from Patagonia, they had 
established from 1873, among the savage, plundering In­
dian tribes of these countries, interesting missions, the de­
tailed history of which would be most attractive and en­
gaging. The following is an example :
The Argentine government had for a long time made 
earnest but fruitless endeavors to defend the establishments 
of the colonists against the incursions of these tribes and to 
insure security to the frontiers.
“God made two continents”, say the Indians, “one for 
Christians far away beyond the waters, and the other for 
His children, the Indians. But, as the Christians increased, 
they took possession of the Indians5 land. Why did they 
drive us away? By what right does the government force 
us to concede the land? The land is ours...”
It is difficult to subdue these Indians, for they have the 
advantage of the desert, and the fleetness of their horses ; 
in almost every encounter, they gain the mastery over our 
regular troops.
Recourse was had to negotiations. In 1853, the gov- 
5*
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ernment of Buenos Ayres sent a plenipotentiary to the 
Chief, Catriel. The interview took place in open air in 
the midst of an immense circle formed by two thousand 
Indians mounted on horse. “Why should I sign a treaty 
which I cannot approve” ? asked the Chief. Say to the 
great Escalada—the Argentine general who had com mis­
sioned the plenipotentiary — that the best guarantee of peace 
is the word of the Indian, Catriel. I desire peace, and 
that suffices.”
But this peace he had to impose upon his people, and to 
this effect he was forced to use all his authority. “I have 
heard my ancestors say,” exclaimed an old sorcerer to 
whom all listened approvingly, “formerly when there 
were but three hundred lancers in the tribe, the earth from 
the desert of Bolivia to the extremity of the world trem­
bled under their feet. To-day, when we are so numerous, 
we treat with our enemies! Is the blood of our ancestors 
then corrupted in our veins?” —
The Archbishop of Buenos Ayres was of the opinion 
that this peace would be secured if the Indians embraced 
Catholicity. At his request, two Lazarists, Fathers Meister 
and Salvayre, were stationed in 1874 at Azul, a small city 
on the frontiers, where they would be in constant relation 
with the tribe of the great Indian chief, Catriel.
Father Reveilliere, Provincial Visitor of the Lazarists 
at Buenos Ayres, speaking of the new foundation, says: 
“It calls for generous devotedness and self-sacrifice on the 
part of the Missionaries; if material resources, furnished 
in a great measure by the government, be not wanting, 
yet moral consolations, so useful and often necessary to 
sustain courage in the midst of hardships, may, from time 
to time, fail them.”
However, success was gradually attained: military 
posts were multiplied; the Indians, and among them many 
of the chief tribes asked for Baptism. Others by degrees
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were added to the Catholic population, and the seeds of 
religious instruction deposited in their minds bore fruit.
In 1879, the Superior of the Lazarist Missions estab­
lished in Buenos Ayres, wrote: ‘‘On Sunday last, we bap­
tized ninety-nine Indians enrolled in the Argentine mili­
tia: to-day our confrères baptized twenty-four. The total 
number admitted to this Sacrament since our return from 
France, is one thousand, two hundred thirty-four. A 
glorious harvest! Others, numbering seven hundred, are 
announced, imposing new labor on our indefatigable con­
frères; therefore, before the close of the year, the number 
of Baptisms administered will reach two thousand.”
This mission, consequently, was full of promise when, 
for political reasons which they did not investigate, the 
Lazarists, to their deep regret, were oblged to relinquish it. 
#
I I I .— SISTERS OF CHARITY.
Religious Women.— In the train of our Missionaries 
and conjointly with our Congregations of Brothers of 
the School, our French sisters were established in great 
numbers in Spanish America, discharging school duties and 
attending the sick.
In the first rank stand the Daughters of St. Vincent 
de Paul, established generally in the same localities as the 
Lazarists upon whom they depend. They have founded 
many flourishing works whieh they still direct: civil and 
military hospitals; hospices for the aged, for the incura­
ble and for foundlings; asylums for the insane; dispensa­
ries ; soup kitchens, refectory for working men ; night refuge 
for the homeless; orphanages, infant asylums, ouvroirs 
and schools, particularly professional and cooking schools, 
intern and extern patronages! they also visit the prisons. 
Everywhere they are appreciated and beloved; but no­
where are they more taxed than on the Isthmus of Panama
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during the uncertain labor of cutting the canal. They 
are the only French religious at Montevideo.
In 1901, the sisters had twenty-one establishments in 
Central America; thirty in Brazil; twenty-three in Chili; 
fourteen in Colombia; eighteen in Ecuador; twenty-one in 
the Argentine Republic and Uruguay.; nineteen in Peru 
and Bolivia; in all one hundred and forty-six establish­
ments.
LUJAN AND MONTEVIDEO
Last March a civil war was on the point of breaking out in consequence 
of the disputes in the Republic of Uruguay. The religious instincts of the 
people prompted them to have recourse to Our Lady of Lujan whose shrine 
is in the Argentine Republic. This sanctuary which is a national one 
for the three republics of South America: Argentine, Paraguay, and 
Uruguay, is served by the Priests of the Mission.
The Univers of May 29, 1903, sta tes:
Montevideo, March 24, 1903.
Pacem habemus! Sad indeed was my letter of Saturday 
last: therefore, with unbounded joy, I confirm to-day the 
glad tidings of peace which in all probability you have 
learned through telegraphic despatches. The papers of 
Sunday morning gave us no hope; we knew that the gov­
ernment having imposed the conditions of peace, would be 
inflexible, while on the other hand we felt equally sure that 
the insurgents were determined at all cost to regain the 
positions they had lost. Hence in the city we saw only 
the most sorrowful countenances, for every family had sons, 
brothers, or husbands in one or other of the camps. The 
blood of Uruguay was about to be shed in a fruitless 
cause. A civil war, the end of which it was impossible to 
conjecture, was destined to cause the loss of many citizens 
and to bring ruin upon our beautiful country.
The ladies of the best society in Montevideo, assembled 
on Saturday evening and sent to the General-in-Chief of
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MAP OF PERU, OF BOLIVIA AND OF CHILI 
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the Revolutionists, Asparicio Saravia, a telegram which 
vibrated with sincerity and patriotism, imploring him to 
do all in his power to procure peace. His Grace, Mgr. 
Soler, Archbishop of Montevideo, wrote to the Rev. 
Lazarist Fathers who served at Lujan in the Argentine 
Republic, a sanctuary constructed by the generous offer­
ings of the Catholics of Argentine, Paraguay, and Uru­
guay, requesting them to implore the Blessed Virgin to 
avert from us the scourge of civil war.
The following letter was published in the P erla  de la P la ta :
To Reverend V i n c e n t  D a v a n i ,  chaplain of the Sanctu­
ary of Our Lady of Lujan.
Montevideo, March 19, 1903.
R e v e r e n d  F a t h e r ,
You have probably heard that our unfortunate Republic 
is threatened with a great calamity. A civil war is brew­
ing, which will bring ruin upon it. What is to be done 
when the passions are roused to fury ? The voice of reason 
and of patriotism is drowned; there is no resource but in 
religion and a supernatural intervention. I mean, an ap­
peal to the mercy of Our Lord Jesus Christ, the Prince of 
Peace, through the intercession of His holy and Immacu­
late Mother. I  therefore address myself to the Thauma- 
turga of Lujan, to the Protectress of the Republics of La 
Plata. I have confidence that she will hear our prayers 
and will intercede for us at the throne of her divine Son.
“Beloved Mother of Lujan, hear my supplications and 
abandon not this land of Uruguay to the misfortune and 
ravages of civil war. O most powerful Protectress, save 
this afflicted nation. O hear us, do not forsake us! ”
Please lay this humble petition at the feet of the Vir­
gin of Lujan, that she may vouchsafe graciously to receive 
it and present it to Him who will not refuse to grant it.
Mariano S o l e r ,  A rchbishop of Monteideov.
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On Sunday evening at nine o’clock, the government an­
nounced that the revolutionists accepted the conditions 
proposed and that we might consider peace as assured. 
Imagine the effect produced by this unexpected announce­
ment, for hourly had our doubts of a favorable result 
strengthened. But now the bells of our churches, the dis­
charge of fire arms, the bands of music, the shouts of an 
immense crowd in our public squares, convinced us that 
the peace so ardently desired was at last decided. I t 
seemed as though we were aroused from a nightmare and 
the sensation lasted for a long time.
Now, every one is ready to attend to business so sudden­
ly suspended, and to profit by all the blessings that follow 
in the train of peace. May this treasure be ours forever!
It may be of interest to read the telegrams exchanged 
by the Apostolic Nuncio, Mgr. Antonio Sabatucci, Mgr. 
Espinosa, residing at Buenos Ayres and Archbishop of 
that city, with our venerated Archbishop:
i(To Mgr. Mariano Soler, Montevideo,
Lujan, March 21.
“We have come to Lujan for the express purpose of 
uniting our prayers with yours to implore the powerful 
Protectress of the Republics of La Plata, to procure peace 
for this sister republic so tenderly cherished,
“Internuncio S a b a t u c c i .
“Arzobispo E s p i n o s a . ”
Mgr. Soler responded to this affectionate telegram in the 
following terms, Sunday evening:
“To His Excellency, the Nuncio Mgr. Antonio Sabattucci, 
Archbishop of Buenos Ayres.
Mgr. Mariano Espinosa:
“Touched by the Christian sentiments and the sympathy
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manifested by you in regard to our beloved country, I re­
turn my thanks with the announcement of the desired 
peace.
“To His Excellencyy the Archbishop of Buenos Ayres, 
Mgr. Mariano Espinosa.
“Touched by the Christian sentiments and the sympathy 
expressed by the Argentine prelate in behalf of this sister 
republic, I announce with profound gratitude the desired 
peace, asking your prayers for the continuance of the same.
“Mariano So l e r , Archbishop of Montevideo. 
All glory and thanksgiving to Our Lady of Lujan I
— 302 —
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OCEANICA
PHILIPPINE ISLES
Letter from R e v ,  G r e g o r y  T a v a r ,  Priest of the Mis­
sion, to R e v .  F a t h e r  H o r c a j a d a ,  at Madrid.
Manila, August 30, 1902",
R e v . a n d  d e a r  C o n f r e r e ,
The grace of our Lord be ever with us!
I have the pleasure of sending you the account of three 
marvelous facts that occurred in the Spanish hospital of 
Santiago, founded in this capital for the Spanish colony at 
the period of the cholera epidemic. I received this ac­
count from Brother Gregory Ochox, a Recollect, one of the 
Religious who serve the hospital in capacity of chaplain.
The narration is as follows;
I
On August 6, 1902* a Spaniard from the peninsula, 
came to the hospital of Santiago having been suffering from 
cholera for thirty-six hours. His condition was so serious, 
that a rapid and fatal issue Was apprehended. When 
medical science had employed all the remedies usual in 
such cases, a priest approached the sick bed to hear the 
confession of the dying man and prepare him to appear 
with confidence at God’s tribunal,
“Father”* said the patient at the first suggestion, “leave 
me in peace; I am not in a condition for that.”
Shortly after, the indefatigable Sister Modesta, Supe­
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rioress of the Sisters of Charity who attended this hospital, 
approched the sick man but without better success. Then 
placing all her confidence in God and in His Blessed 
Mother, she gave a medal to the priest to place it around 
the neck of the patient.
This being done, it was thought best to leave the sick 
man to repose. He remained thus until four o’clock in 
the afternoon. In this interval God had so changed his 
rebellious heart, that as soon as the priest came near him, 
he said he wished to make his confession and did so with 
sentiments of true repentance. The following day he con­
fessed a second time for his greater tranquillity; and af­
ter receiving Extreme Unction in perfect consciousness, 
peacefully expired.
II.
A negro from the States being attacked by cholera, was 
in a ward reserved for American patients. The priest 
having asked what religion he professed, he answered that 
he was a Catholic. The physician thinking there was no im­
mediate danger of death. Father deferred his confession till 
later. The condition of the patient seemed to improve; 
but after two days a complication threatened a fatal 
result.
The priest alarmed, visited the sick man to afford him 
the succors of religion, but found that he was a Protestant, 
refusing positively to do anything for his soul.
The priest who withdrew in sorrow asked a sister to 
give the patient a medal of the Immaculate Virgin which 
he requested him to accept; this he did with much indiffer­
ence, and the priest left him to his own reflections.
After a brief interval the good Father returned and 
was greatly rejoiced to hear the sick man express the de­
sire of becoming a Catholic, on condition that they would 
baptize him on Tuesday—it was then Saturday, August
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16th, nine o’clock in the morning. As the patient was in 
a very precarious condition, the priest replied: “But if 
you should die before to-morrow!” In that case, said the 
patient, baptize me to-day.”
Grace had triumphed. The Blessed Virgin had obtained 
from God by means of the miraculous medal, the salva 
tiori of this obstinate soul.
A serious difficulty now presented itself. The Ameri­
cans charged with the direction of this ward, obedient to 
the orders of their inspector-in-chief, a declared enemy of 
Catholicity, would never permit a priest to baptize any 
American in their presence, even should the patient re­
quest it.
But Providence came to the rescue: in consequence of 
several new cases of cholera, the poor negro with two oth­
ers in a dying state, was removed to a neighboring ward 
and left there alone in the supposition that they would 
soon die. The priest seized the opportunity and the poor 
man having manifested his desire by an affirmative sign, 
the Father immediately baptized him, blessing and thank­
ing God most devoutly for having deigned to save this 
soul. Fifteen minutes latter the regenerated negro passed 
into eternity.
I l l
Among the numerous victims of the cholera-morbus 
was a Turk who had the happiness of being brought to 
the Spanish Hospital of Santiago. On entering this holy 
asylum his condition was found very serious as is gener­
ally the case with those in this terrible disease. Hence, 
the priest and the Sisters of Charity charged with watch­
ing over the spiritual welfare of the patients, no less than 
over their physical condition, endeavored to gain this 
soul to Jesus Christ, for he seemed to have strayed far 
from Him. The patient was asked if he was a Catholic;
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the reply naturally, was in the negative. As the disease 
was making progress, he was told that if he wished to die 
in peace and be saved, it was necessary to receive holy 
Baptism.
He replied that he did not wish it. In the meanwhile
death was approaching with giant strides.
A sister placed a miraculous medal around the sick 
man’s neck; he submitted to this but not without showing 
contempt for the sacred object that was to be instrumental 
in saving his soul.
O h! the power of God! Oh! the surpassing goodness of 
the V irgin without stain! The medal had rested but a short 
time on the heaving breast of the poor cholera victim 
when his heart, hitherto so hardened, was completely 
changed and he ardently* desired Baptism. The Immacu­
late Virgin seeing the holy medal around the neck of this 
rebellious Turk, took upon herself the care of his soul to 
conduct him to heaven.
In fact, as soon as the man had received holy Baptism 
he departed this life for a blessed eternity.
B r o t h e r  G r e g o r y  O c h o x ,  Recollect.
Manila Aug 20, 1902.«
The examples just related are not the only ones that 
might be adduced. Many others have preceded them and 
some have already been published in the Annals. To the 
previous account sent you I wish to add what I  now trans­
mit in order to manifest the tender solicitude of the Im­
maculate Virgin for those who invoke her or who are 
placed under her powerful protection.
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ANSWERS AND INFORMATION.
24.—Celebration of Mass in Ship-Cabins.—In Canon­
ist Contemporain, March 1903, p. 177, we read:
The decree of March 1, 1902, published by le Canoniste 
(1902, p. 399), referring to the subject of celebrating Mass 
on shipboard, imposes the obligation of securing the re­
spect due to the Holy Sacrifice; stating in particular that 
the cabins destined for passengers are not the proper places 
for the celebration of the same.
Mgr, Cazot, Vicar Apostolic of Madagascar, solicited 
an explanation of this decree from the Sacred Congregation 
of the Propaganda; he communicated the response of this 
Congregation to the French Revue iMologique and from 
this Revue we, in our turn, borrow it, (March 1903, p. 152). 
The object of the decree is not to formulate an absolute 
prohibition to celebrate Holy Mass in ship cabins, except 
in the case that the conditions necessary to insure proper 
respect be wanting. The letter concerning this matter is 
as follows:
Roma, 13 augusti 1902.
I l l u s t r is s im e  a c  R e v e r e n d is s im e  D o m in e , Quod per decretum S. hujus 
Congregationis dici i Martii vertentis anni est cautum super celebratione 
missse in navibus, tantum respicit abusus illos qui orirentur, si in privatis 
cellulis viatorum, usibus vitas destinatis, indecenter offeretur augustissimum  
sacrificium missag, non autem absolute celebratio in cellis prohibita est, 
quando adjuncta omnia removeant irreverenti« pericula. Quam ob rem 
firmis remanentibus Decreti praedicti prsescriptionibus, velit amplitudo tua 
idem sincero sensu intelligere ac missionarios sine causa turbatos quietos 
facere.
Ego vero Deum rogo ut Te diu servet ac sospitet.
Amplitudinis tuae addictissimus servus.
P ro  Emin. Card. Prcefecto,
Aloisius V e c c ia , Secret.
il. P. D. Joanni B. C a z e t ,
Vie. A post. Madagaso. Centr.
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Rev. James Fischer, Cilli, Austria, March 2, 1903; 61 years of age, 17 of 
vocation.
Brother Joseph Corcione, Naples, Italy, February 20, 1903; 90 years of 
age, 71 of vocation.
Rev. Tobias Aoun, Alexandria, Egypt, March 19, 1903; 55 years of age, 
23 of vocation.
Rev. John Escudie, Valfieury, France, April 6, 1903; 80 years of age, 60 
of vocation.
Brother Ildefonse Albert Breant, cleric, Paris, April 9, 1903; 23 years of 
age, 4 of vocation.
Rev. Francis Lubeij, Gratz;, Austria, April 7, 1903; 65 years o fa g e; 43 of 
vocation.
Brother Anthony Pirc, Gratz, Austria, April 12, 1903 ; 30 years of age, 5 
of vocation.
Brother Stephen Einfelt, Gratz, Austria, April 15, 1903; 31 years of age, 
4 of vocation.
Rev. Louis Coquerel, La Teppe, France, April 23, 1903; 64 years of age, 
44 of vocation.
Rev. Bartholomew Ly, China, 1903; 67 years of age, 40 of vocation.
Brother Peter Destaing, Paris, May 8, 1903; *73 years of age, 46 of vocation.
Rev. Charles Bernardi, Placentia, Italy, May 15, 1903; 84 years of age, 67 
of vocation.
Brother Joseph Martin Kresnik, Cilli, Austria, May 20, 190 3; 52 years of 
age, 24 of vocation.
Brother Francis Frece, cleric, Gratz, Austria, May 23, 1903; 23 years of 
age, 4 of vocation.
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WORK OF BLESSED JOHN GABRIEL PERBOYRE
IX  FAVOR OF T H E  MOST N E E D Y  MISSIONS 
OF T H E DOUBLE FA M IL Y  OF SA IN T VtNCENT DE P A U L
Thank-offerings for conversions, cures, and other precious 
favors, both spiritual and temporal\ constantly reach us; 
bearing witness to the confidence everywhere reposed in our 
Blessed, Martyrs, and to the gratitude of those who have ex­
perienced their powerful and efficacious intercession.
I now desire to fulfil my promise, of rendering grateful 
testimony to our Blessed Brother, John Gabriel.
One of my relatives was very ill and the surgeon spoke 
of an operation which would be very serious on account 
of the weak state of the patient. I sent her a reliquary of 
the Blessed Martyr; asking her to place it on the seat of 
the disease, which she did. I promised at the same time 
an alms for the missions. From that moment my relative 
began to improve ; the surgeon, on making a second exami­
nation, affirmed that no operation would be necessary. 
The patient was restored to health, slowly, it is true, but 
we had not asked an immediate cure.
Please assist us to thank our Blessed Martyr, and ask 
the continuance of his gracious protection,
Saint-E. (England,) March 1, 1903.
We are happy to send you a little offering for “the most 
needy missions”, in thanksgiviug for the cure obtained 
through the intercession of Blessed John Gabriel Perboyre.
A religious of the Order of “Perpetual Adoration,” at 
Janneton, having fallen dangerously ill, wore his medal 
and asked her cure with faith and perseverance, since last 
May. Now, to keep her promise she writes to us and sends 
you a little offering in testimony of her lively gratitude. 
She has continued remarkably well; this is all the more 
surprising, as she had always been a great sufferer during 
the winter season.
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BOOK NOTICES
207.—FOURTH LETTER FROM A L IB R A R IA N .
As you have remarked, Rev. And Dear Colleague, 1 have only furnished 
you with a schedule ; the indications of the books have been made with a 
view  to conciseness. My object is to present—as one whole—the works of 
the Priests of the Mission, on tbe divers subjects of the sciences—whether 
sacred or profane—to which their labors Were directed.
As to those books that are anterior to 18*78, you will find all the biblio*- 
graphical information usually given, with an authorized appreciation in 
the Notices bibliographiques sur les écrivains de la Congrégation de la Mis­
sion, published by Rev. E. Rosset, C. M .,(in octavo,Angoulème and Parig, 
1878). How 1 wish that so important a work might be continued !
Meanwhile> let us resume our dry, but, nevertheless, interesting schedule*
LIBRARY
OF TH E CONGREGATION OF T H E  MISSION  
PART FIRST
WORKS COMPOSED BY PRIESTS OF TH É  MISSION 
(Continued from Schedule, page 211)
K .—Canonical and Civil Law
MISCELLANEOUS
Bedjan: Nomo-Canon de Barhæbræus (Chaldee), 315 
Fontaine(Ch.): Decretalium commentarius, in Jus privatum, 
127 a, 127 b>—  Médus: Précis de législation civile ecclêsias* 
tique en France, 64.—Rzymski: The Ecclesiastical Law in 
Poland (Polish),Not., p. 210.-Verdier : Droit public ecclés 
160 a.
2. SPE C IA L TREATISES
Casibus (De) reservatis, by Pereymond, 355.— Censuris 
(De), by Pereymond, 356.
Constitutio “Apostolicœ Sedis” explicata, de Martinis, 
267;—Pereymond, 138. — Constitutions u Universi Gregis” 
et “Sacramentum pœnitentiœ”, explanatœ, by Pereymond, 
356.
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Dispenses (Traité des) by Collet, 116, 385;-Sa critique, 
by Collin, 386, 387 ;—Revu by Comparts, 115.-Facultates 
apostoliche mìssionariis Kiang-Si, a DD. Bray 84. -  Judiciis 
(De) ecclesiastic., a P. Denis, 241.— Matrimonio (De) civili 
presbyteror. in Italia: Buroni, 12 a ;—de Martinis, 64, 266.
Xi.—Philosophy, ISducation, Social Sciences .
Philosophy: Barberis: de Esse formali, 186.—-Id. : In  
methodum psychologic, professoris Siciliani, 187. — Bruni : 
Elementa philosophiæ, Not., p. 24. — Id. : Influence of 
Speech (Italian), Not., p.26.-Buroni : Polémiques en faveur 
de l’ontologisme, etc., 51.—Id : Notions d’ontologie pour 
servir d’introduction à l’étude de la théologie, missing.— 
Id.: Rosmini, 102 ; — Id,: Of Being and Cognizance 
(Italian), 12. —Sur PEncycl. “ Æterni Patris”, 11.
Caussanel (Fréd.) : Prælectiones philosophiæ, lithogr., 7336.
— Charmet (Cl,): Essai sur les connaissances, 2 2 3 .— 
Choisnard: Synopsis philosophiæ, 14 — Daneri: Themata 
logicœ,ete., 236.—“Divus Thomas”, 20.-Ermoni: Rapport 
à la Srciétê de S  - Th-Æ Aquin, 246 a.—Id : De methodo dis- 
putandi, 246 6.|— Ferris (Ed.): De Idœis innatis (Annal., 
t.25, p. 186).—François (Laurent): Sur la Philosophie de 
Tout, Not., p. 260.— Gandolfi: Principles of Philosophy 
(Italian), missing.
Grassi (François): Institutiones philos.'(Ital.) Trans. P. 
Sagner, Not., p. 131.—Id. : De Principio rationis sußeien- 
tis, Not., pp. 128, 130.—Mc-Namara: Rule for the Associ­
ates of Mutuai Relief (English}, missing. — Matta: Ethica 
(Portug.), Not., p. 185.— Onofrio (d’): Hist. Philosophiæ 
juxta Sanseverino, 277.—Pohl: Philosophia naturalis, etc., 
Not., p. 200.—Putijatycki: The Fundamental Principles of 
Philosophy, etc., (ms. Polish), Not., p. 208.
Rossi (Pierre): Elements of Metaphysics, (Italian),361.— 
Tornatore (Aug.): De principio creatore, 368.— Id.: De 
modo humanœ cognitionis, 367.-Id. : De natura rei materi- 
alis, etc., 366.— Réponse aux critiques, 369,369 a.—Valette 
(Sylvain): Philosophie du Concile de Vienne, 302.-Viguier: 
Trans, from de Rubeis, Sur la physionomie, Not., p. 236.
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Éducation: Benech: Education (Spanish), 42.—Bignon: 
Chants du pensionnat, 8 m.—Dassano iMan ual of Education 
(Italian), 540.-Eyrard: VÉducationpubliq., Not,, p. 94.— 
La Fosse (de) iPrœceptiones, 551 a, 552.— Martinis (de): 
Delà liberté d’enseignement (Italian), missing.—Planson: 
Manuel du profess. et de Vélève à St.-Benoît de Constanti­
nopley 1045-Utini: Christian Education(Italian), missing. 
— Programmata studiorum, scholasticis C. M . Hispanice, 
906 a.-Vilaseca (Spanish, 1870), 425.—Wuillaume: fe Jeu 
des rois, 306. Anonyme franç. : Wards o/ an Asylum of the 
Sisters of Charity 1050;—German,""892.— Children of the 
Class of the Sacred Heart (Spanish), 380.
M . -  Scienc33-
Miscellanies; Bertholon: la Nature, etc., Not., p. 255.— 
Jakobowski: Trans, from Cotte (Polish), Not., p. 149.
Mathematics :Matheseos Elementa by Learreta and Tor­
res 518,-Algebra, by Chavez (Spanish), 377 ;..by Newmann 
(Spanish), 274.-ArithméL raisonnée, by Réveillère, 359.— 
Arithmetic (Syro-Chaldaic), by A. Zayia, 68 c.— Artillerie 
et mathémat. Trans, from Bezout, by Jakubowski, Not., p. 
149.— Comptabilité by Planson, 31 d.—Geometry (Spanish), 
by Newmann, 275.— Trigonométrie, by de la Grue, Not., 
p. 274.
Astronomy: Ancient As£ronom?/(Ethiopian), by Ghebra 
(Michael), ms. 614. — Popular Astronomy (Polish), by 
Putijatycki, Not., p. 208.— Les Habitants des planètes, by 
Bruni, Not., p. 54.—L'Ère vulgaire, by Vicherat: See Bru­
net, Elementa theol., t. 2, préface.—Sur l’orbite de la planète 
(416) Vaticane, by Boccardi, 8 d \— Sur l’orbite des pla­
nètes, Id. 8 e.—La Photographie du ciel, Id. 8 / . - Observ­
atoire de Téramo, 8 g.
Mineralogy: LeBasalte, by Bertholon, Not., p, 255.
Botanical: Les Jardins, by Gratien, Not., p. 275 -Plan- 
tœ Davidianœ, 19.
Zoology: A. David: Oiseaux de la Chine, 18;—Faune 
de la Chine, 124; Mammifères 19 c.-Gaujon: Lépidoptères 
deLoja, 379.— E. Schmitz: les Oiseaux de Madère, 65 k.
Physics : Électricité, etc. by Bertholon, 191, and Not., 
p. 253. etc.— Attraction universelle, by Duchemin, 242.— 
Magnétisme animal, by Bruni (Italian), 50 a.
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Medicine: 8aint-Yves: les Maladies des yeux, ot., p« 
284, etc.
Industry: Manufactures de Lyon, by Bertholon, Not., 
p. 255.— Viniculture: Bertholon, Not, p. 254;—Soulié, 
363, 587.
fir.—Ceneral History*
Miscellaneous: Philosophie de Vhistoire by François (Laur­
ent), 247 a.— Chronologie, by Putyatycki, Not., p. 208.
Sacred History: Bedjan (Chaldee), 320. — Coqset and 
Humbolt (Chinese), 378.—Elluin (Modern Greek) 451.— 
Lamant (Portuguese), Not., p. 166, — Martinengo (Fr.) 
(Italian), 420.
The New Testament Abridged: Elluin (Greek), 448. 
Ecclesiastical History: Importance, by Lagruère, Not., p. 
159. — Programme et questionnaire, by Flament, 127.— 
Trans, from Eusebius of Caesarea by Bedjan into Chaldee), 
316.—Historia Monastica, Trans, by Bedjan (into Chaldee), 
316 c.—Prophéties: Bruni: The Last Epoch of the Church 
(Italian), 220. — Viguier: Prophétie dtInnocent X I , 491; 
Prophétie d’Holzauser, 492.
0. F» Special Histories,
I . T H E  NATIONS*
EUROPE.
England: Mission allemande à Londres, by Jox, 256» 
Bulgaria: Eug. Bore, 80.
Spain: Madrid, St.-Louis-des~Français, by Miel, 1021, 
France: Hébert: Sur les événements de son temps, ms.? 
Not., p. 137. Affairs, eccL de la Révolution: François 
(Louis-Joseph), Not., p. 115,etc.;—Gratien, Not., 272,etc.; 
—Lamourette, Not.: Le désastre de la maison de S. Lazare ; 
Discours, Not., p. 280 etc;—Fontaine (Bruno), Not., p.103; 
—Anonyme, avis important (1794(, Not., p. 248.
Notices sur le sém. d’Angoulême, by Rosset, 1016; — 
sur le Berceau de S. Vincent, by Pémartin, 1010;—sur 
Buglose by Mauriol, 1039, 1040;—sur le sémin. de Cam­
brai, by Sàckebant, 65 i ;—sur Drancy, by E. Mott, 104L
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Fontainebleau, journal d’Ant. Durand, 202;—sur Meux 
et Avon, petit sém.by Grandhomme, 1019;—sur Montpel­
lier, le diocèse, by Grousset, C. M., 129 c: grand sémin. by 
Flament, 1033;—sur Primecombe, byTubeuf, 371 c ;—sur 
Tours, pet sém., by Husson (Jean), 1026 ;—sur Valfieury, 
by Roussel, 1051.
Greece: Trans, from French into Polish, by Jakubowski, 
Not., p. 149.
Italy: Empire Romain, by Eug. Boré. Annal d ephilos. 
ch., 1850.
Macedonia: by Cazot, 233 d.
Wallachia : Histoire Faveyrial : See Annal. Vol. 35, p. 34.
Venice: Les Mechitaristes, by Eug. Boré, 81, 82.
A FR IC A
Abyssinia: Coulbeaux, 17 c; De Martinis, 563; Rohl- 
sausen, 285 a.
Algeria: Lettres de M. Batault, 41 b.
A SIA
Armenia: Eug. Boré: les Croyances, Annal. de phil. 
chrêt.j juill. 1836; Hist, de Jean V I; Albanais d’Arménie, 
44.— Viguier: État de la religion, ms., Not., p. 236.
Chaldeans: E. Boré: Vie religieuse, Annal, de philosophie 
chrêt., 1843.—See Persia.
China: Ciceri: Notice sur le Kiang-si oriental, 201 e.— 
Favier (Mgr.): Pékin, 21. — Gabet : les Missions, Not., p. 
116.—Hue: le Christianisme, 62.-Lamiot: Le Sse-Tchuenf 
260.—Matta: les Missions portugaises, Not., p. 180,-—Rey- 
naud (Mgr.: Une autre Chine, 145;— la France au Tché- 
Kiang, 145.—Anonyme: Chine cathol. (1829), 324.
Persia: Bedjan: Hist, de Mar Jab Alaha, (Chaldee),317.
Syria: Bedjan: Chroniq.de Barhebraeus (Chaldee, 309. 
—E. Boré: Question des Lieux saints,44. —Eug. poulin: 
Éphèse, 144, 279.
AM ERICA
Early Labors of the Lazarists, by Stephen Ryan, 874.— 
History of the Diocese of Buffalo, by John Timon,365a.—- 
Quœstio Habanensis, 1001.
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OCEANICA
Philippine Islands: Le Tremblement de terre en 1880, 
1036.
2. RELIGIOUS ORDERS.
I. Congregation of the Mission
HISTORY.
Histoire de la Congrêg. de la Mission (1660-1721), by 
Cl.- J. Lacour, 259 c.— Notice sur le rétablissement de la 
Congr.* de la Miss, après 1789, by J. B. Etienne, '854 d. 
Annales de la Congr. de la Miss. (1834, etc.),895.- Répert­
oire Historique de la Congr. de la Mission, by A. Milon, 
895 a -  See Mémoires, page 24.
DIV ER S WORKS
Acta apostolica in gratiam Congr. Miss. (1876), 556. See 
Collectio Bullarum, by Pohl, Not., p, 201, and Privileg.
Actes du gouvernement français concernant la Congr. de 
la Miss. (1902), 856 c, See Archives.
Annales de la Congr. de la Mission. (1834 etc.), 895.
Apostolicœ facultates missionariorum, See Facultates.
Archives, civiles de la C. de la M. (1863), 856 c; (1876), 
856 6.
Assemblée de 1724; relation janséniste, 873.-See Décrets, 
Previa et Decreta, 876 c.
Catalogues du Personnel, (1853-1900), 853 c.
Circulaires des Supérieurs généraux (1877), 857.—E x­
tracts, trans, into Italian, 878 o.
Collectio Bullarum et Constitutiones selectœ, 856 c.
Collectio Bullarum etc., a D. Pohl, Not., p. 201.
Constitutiones Communes, C. M. 926 ; See Règles.
Constitutiones selectœ : See Callectio Buttar.
Convent. domestico et Provinciali (De) ; Excerpta e Consti- 
tutionibus, etc., a D. S. Stella (1873), 916 b.
Decretorum Conventuum general. C. M. Collectio quæ 
dicitur completa (1882), 870.
Decretorum Conventuum generai. C. M. Collectio selecta 
(1902), 871.
Decretorum Conventuum generai. C. M. Collectio Com­
pendiosa (1896), 879.
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Devotio Communis, Cong. Miss., 917.
Directoire des missions, in-12 (1850), 912 in-8 (1896), 883.
— des grands sém., in-12(1850),910 ;-in-8( 1895),882. 
—■ des petits séminaires, in-12 (1868), 911.
— pour la conduite des paroisses (1889), 911 c.
— pour la conduite des Filles de la Charité; projet 
(1884), 913.
Examens et méditations des études, et sém, de la C. de 
la M., by M. Chinchon, lithogr., 888a.
Examens for the Retreats (Italian), ms., 635. a.
— — — (Portuguese), 925. 
Explications des Régies communes, by Louwyck, 891 a. 
Extracts from Circulars of the Sup. Gen., 878 a;-(Ital.)
878 a.
F umltates Congr. Miss, concessce (1881), 907 b. 
Facilitates Congr. Miss, cum Constitutions Apostolicæ 
Sedi comparator, 907 a.
Facilitates Apostolicæ pro Missionariis Kiang-si, by Mgr. 
Bray, 84.
Histoire de la Congrég. de la Mission (1660-1721), by 
C.-Jos. Lacour, C. M. 259 c.
Lectures des fêtes, pour la Congr. de la Miss. 906 d . 
Manuel des Missions de la Congr. de la Miss, by Fréd. 
Caussanel (1897), 923- Petits Manuels, 919, 921.
Manual of Piety for extern Seminaries of the Cong, of 
the Miss., by E. Rosset, 954;—Trans, into Italian, 578.
Manuel de piété des écoles apostoliq. de la Congr. de la 
Miss., by Eug. Bodin, 928.
Manuale Alumnorum C. M.provinciœ Kiang-siy 83, 906. 
Manuel des retraites, by Terrasson (1881).
Manuel des Supérieurs (1901),878 b.
Martyrologium; Supplem. Congr. Miss. 869 a.
Méditations de la Cong. de la Miss., by E. Mott, 480.
— pour les retraites, by Collet 110 a. 
Meditations and Prayers (Italian), 908, 922.
— (Polish), by Pohl, Not., p. 200.
— See Examens and Médit., above.
Mémoires delà Congr. de la Miss. ; Algérie, Pologne,
Madagascar, by Gab.Perboyre, 901 à 905.—Chine,by Gab. 
Perboyre and Aug. Devin, 903. — Italy, by S. Stella and 
P. Tasso (Italian), 905—Portugal, by Coelho da Silva, Not.,
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p. 33. The First Missions of the Lazarists in the United 
States, by Ryan (English), 874.
Miroir du fr. coadj. de la Miss., by A. Fiat, 644.
Modo Conversandi missionarior. (De) etc., 913 a.
Monita ad Confessarios, 912 a, 913 b.
Officia propria Cong. Miss., in-4 869.
Ordo precandi (Prières de la Congrégat., etc.), Eug. Bo- 
din, 928 c.
Petit pré spirituel de la Cong. de la Miss., by Chinchon, 
322.
Précis alphabétique des Règles, ms., by J. M. Aladel, 
Not., p. 3.
Daily Prayers of the Cong, of the Miss. (Formulas of), 
and Medit. (1860), 889; (1890), 909 e.—Spanish, 909 a -  
Italian, 922 at Turin, and 908 at Naples; — Latin, Paris 
(1872), 909 a .; Marseilles (1873), 890; Pekin (1888), 209 
/ ;  —Polish (1858) 909 c; and other prayers, 843;—Por­
tuguese, 909 c.
Privilégia C. M. summariurn (1815), edit, by Pohl and 
Siccardi, Not., p. 201 and 212;—(1863), 907;—(1900), by 
A. Lowyck, 907.
Quœstio Habanensis C. M., 1001.
Rules and Advice for the Mission., by de Andreis 
(Ital.), 38., 39.
Regulœ Communes; seu Constitutiones C. M. Parisiis, 
1658,etc. 926; Lisbonæ,in-8 (1743), 891, and in-12(l743) 
915;—Portuguese (1886), 927; Italian 926 a.
Regulœ Officiorum (1850), 881 ; (1891), 916 ;—(Polish), 
ms. 914.
Regulœ Seminarii interni, 885, 885 c; for China, 910;— 
French., lithographed, 887; ms., 886,
Explication sommaire des Règles communes, by A, 
Louwyck, (J901), 891 a.
Regulœ, Index alphabeticus (a D. Aladel), Not., p. 3.
Répertoire historiq. de la Congr. de la Miss., 895 a.
Rétablissement (Notice sur le) de la Congr., après 1789, 
by J.-B. Etienne, 854 d.
2. Daughters of Charity
Asylums (Manual for the Sisters charged with), 1060; 
German, 892.
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Catéchisme des vœux : See Vœux, above.
Circulaires des Supérieurs généraux, edit, in-4 of 1845, 
1062;—Suite, 863;—ms., 613.
Conferences of the Sup. and Directors, 1062;—Trans, 
into Polish, 860.
Coutumier (1862), 1061.
Directoire spirituel du séminarie et des retraites, by M. 
Cayla, ms. 613 c.
Écoles (Instructions pour les sœurs), 955 ;—Manuel, 947.
Enseignements de S. V., by Terrasson, 365, 938.
Formulary of prayers re-edit, under direction of Father 
Aladel, Not., p. 3; ancient 1826, 943;—Polish (1855), 
944, and (1897), 949.—Id. new (1850), etc., 940. Eng­
lish (1850), 939; Spanish (1870), 941- -Italian (1834), 
948, and (1893), 942.
Instructions: See Ecoles, Ouvroirs, Séminaire.
Lectures annuelles (Recueil), 877.
Manual of the Daughters of Charity, and Words of 
S. V., etc. (1843, 1896), 953 ;—Polish, 952.
Manuel des écoles et ouvroirs des F. de la Ch. (1866), 
947.
Méditations quotidiennes des F. de la Ch., by Vauris 
(1843), 373; (1848), 929; (1857); revues (t. I, I I  et III), 
by Ch. Bernard (1863);—revues by Léon Forestier (1894), 
929 a.—Id. German (1864), 876 ;—English (1858), 931 ;— 
Italian (1895), 930.
Meditations for the Retreats, 932, 933, 936;—German, 
937;—Spanish, 934; —Polish, Leopol (1862) and Posen 
(1862), 935.
Meditations on the Common Rules, Polish, by Pohl, 
Not., p. 201.
Ménologe, 1068.
Ouvroirs: See Écoles, above.
Pré (Petit) spirituel des F. de la Ch., by Chinchon, 323.
Privilèges (Recueil des) (1899), 877 c.
Programme des écoles des F. de la Ch., 938 c.
Common Rules of the D. of Charity, 1060 a ;—Spanish, 
951.
Seminary (Instructions for the) of the D. of Ch., Pol­
ish, 954.
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Soliloquies of a Daughter of Charity, by Benech (Span­
ish), 938 a.
Table des Règles communes, Coutumier, etc., des Filles 
de la Ch., 864 c.
Voies (Catechism of the), 945, 950; — German, 946;— 
Italian, 945 a.
Q.—Biographies
C o l l e c t io n s  : Lives of the Saints (Chaldee), by 
Bedjan 313;—Modern Greek, by Elluin 441, 441 a ;— 
Portuguese, by Ferreira Viçoso, missing.— Vita curionum, 
by C. Beccaria, 188.—Flambeau des Saints, de Barhe- 
bræus, analysé by E. Boré, 44.
History of Joseph, by S. Ephrem, ed. in Chaldee, by 
Bedjan, 318.
APOSTOLIC TIMES
Vie de Jésus-Christ, by Compans, 396.—It., Versibus 
decorata, by de la Fosse, 624.—It., in Ethiopian, by 
Stahl, 588.—Life of the Blessed Virgin (Spanish), by 
Vilaseca, missing.—Life of St. Anne (Italian), by Crem 
isini, Not., p. 87.—Life of St. Peter (Italian), by Murena, 
353.—Life of St. Paul (Italian\, by Murena, 352.
TO THE MODERN EPOCH
Pope Liberius, his fall (Italian), by Buroni, 51.— 
S. Otton Frangipane (Italian), by Mgr. d’Agostino, 36.
Life of Photius (Greek), by Eug. Boré, 48 a.—Life of 
Michael Cerularius (Greek), by Boré, 48 a.—Joan of Arc 
(Italian), by de Martinis, 562.
X IV .— X V III CENTURY
Baudoin (Gabr.), Life (Polish), by Sliwicki, Not., p. 
213.—Bernard (Cl.), le pauvre prêtre, Vie, by Collet, ms., 
Not., p. 113.—Biancardi C. M., Life (Portuguese), by 
Coelho, Not., p. 32.—Boellet (Collette), la vertueuse Phil­
ippi de Gueldre, Vie, by Collet, 392.—Borguny (Pierre), 
Life (Spanish), by Nualart, 276.—Boudon (H.), Vie, by 
Collet, 122.—Brandis (Ctesse de), Vie, missing.—Bruno 
(Giordano), Life (Italian), by de Martinis, 562.—Centurion 
(Madeleine) et Centurion (Etienne), Vies, by Collet 120.—
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Maladie du Dauphin, by Collet, 155.—Fornari (Victoire), 
Life, by Collet, 120; Trans. Italian, Not., p. 74.—Ghebra- 
Michael, un martyr abyssin, by Coulbeaux, 224 e.—Jean 
de la Groix (S.), Vie, by Collet, 393.—Notice sur M. 
Edme Jolly, C. M., 654 a.—Joseph de Copertino (S.), 
Life, Trans, by Denis, revue by Viguier, Not., p. 238.
Lanfredini (Card.), Life (Italian), by Carrozio, 233.— 
St. Louis Gonzaga, Life (Italian), by F. Martinengo, 403.— 
Louise de Marillac(Mlle Le Gras), Vie, by Ângeli. 1093;— 
Id., by Gobillon et Collet, 1090 a;—It. Trans, into Por­
tuguese, by Coelho, Not., p. 32 ;— It. German, by Jox, 
557;—It. Polish, by Lubienecki, 1085 a.
Martini (Rosa), Life (Italian), Anon, N ot, p. 196.— 
Quériolet, Vie, by Collet, 119.—Quiteria (Sta), Life (Por­
tuguese), by J. de Moura, 571.—Ragot (le P.), Vie, by 
Collet, 119.—Séraphin (le P.), Life (Spanish), by Recoder, 
missing.—Thérèse (Ste), by Cardellach; Trans. French, 
53.—Villers (J.-B. de), Vie, by Ph. Leroy, 519.—Villette 
(J. de), notice by E. Villette, 205 c.
V i n c e n t  d e  P a u l  (S.): Vie, by Angeli, 736;—by P. 
Collet 702; Abrégé, 774, 775; Trans. Italian, Not., p. 70, 
248; lettre de Collet, Not., p. 77;—by Delpaci, Polish, 
Not., p. 92;—by Macedo, Portuguese, Not., p. 172;—by 
Noiret, Not., p, 193;—by Sanz, Spanish. Not , p. 211 ;— 
by Torre, Italian, Not., p, 226.—Anonym., Italian, (1876), 
missing.
S. Vincent est né en France, by Pémartin, 717.—No vena 
(1930), 830; by A. Milon, 829;—Spanish, 826;—Italian, 
826.—Panégyriq., by Martin (Nicol.), See Tribune sacrée, 
1845 ;—Piola, 65 b.
X IX . CEN TURY
Aladel, Vie, by Cayron, pp. 198, 671.—Andreis (de), 
Life, (English), by Burlando, 195 a.—Trans, into French, 
627; by Rosati, ms., 145 a.—Andriveau (Sœur Apolline), 
by Jules Chevalier, 200.—Borgiotti (Louise), Life (Ital­
ian), by Torre, 544.—Boré (Eug.), by Pémartin, 137.— 
Burlando, Life, by Gandolfo, missing.— Caminade (M.), 
Notice, by Jules Chevalier, 199.
Clet (Franç.), Life, by Vauris, 372; by Kamerbeke,
7
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Holland.—Summàrium beatijìcationis, 24 c; Notice de la 
béatifie., 647 c.
Durando, Life (Italian), by Martinengo (Fr.), 401.— 
Étienne (J.-B.), Vie, by Rosset, 146 a.—Girard (Jòs.), 
Notice by T. Dazincourt, 240.—Filles de la Charité d? Ar­
ras, by Misermont, 348 ò.—Gonot, le pieux diacre, by 
Sylv. Valette, 303.—Jacobis (Mgr. de), by Aug. Devin, 
329.—-Jerphanion (Mgr. de), by Juh Chevalier, 374 g .— 
Lateau (Louise), German, by Jox, 341.—Marie-Eustelle, 
by X., 483.—Martinet (Dom Jos. de), by Romon, 360.— 
Martyrs de Tientsin, (1870), by Capy, 52.—Ozanam; 
Notice Italian, by Fr. Martinengo, missing.—Pellerin 
(Marie), by V/Terrasson, 591.
Perboyre (le B. J.-G.), Notice by J.-B, Étienne, 245;— 
by Vauris, 372;—by d’Addosio, Latin and Chinese, 368, 
438 a ;—German, by Stollenverk, 156;—by Mott, 480.
—Peredo(Mgr.), Notice, Spanish, by Andrade, 74.—Pie 
V II à Savone, by Fr. et Dom Martinengo, 400.—Pius 
IX. (Spanish), by Freitas, missing.—Rigolotti (Claudine), 
Notice by Fr. Martinengo, 420 c.—Rossetto (Sister), Life 
(ItaJian),by Fr. Martinengo. 409.—Rouger (Mgr. Adrien), 
Life,by Rougeot, 666 ; Trans, into Italian, 667,-Vianney 
(The Ven.), Life (Italian), by Ces. Beccaria, 8 a.
—Geography.
E u r o p e : De la Grive: Plan de Paris (1737);— Nou­
veau plan de Paris (1740) ;—-Terrier du domaine du roi aux 
environs de Paris;—Cours de la Seine;—Carte des juridic­
tions en la Cour des aides de Paris;—Environs de Paris;— 
Plans de Beauvais, de St-Cloud, de Versailles;—Censive 
de l’abbaye de Ste-Geneviève, Not., p. 276.
Gratien (J.-B.) : Cours de la Seine, by order of Turgot, 
Not., p. 275.—Gomez (Bernardin): Cartes de Portugal, 
185.
Chapelle (Antoine): Notices sur Pact, Pont-de-Beau- 
voisin, etc., 13.
See also List of the Establishments of the Mission and 
of the Sisters of Charity.
A s i a : Voyage en Orient, by Eug. Boré, 45.—Voyage 
Biblical in Orient (Italian), by Dalfie, 123.—Question des 
Lieux-Saints, by E. Boré, 44.—Éphèse, by Gabrielowich 
(Eug. Poulin), 279.
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ârm enja, by Eug. Boré, 4.7*— Id. Lettres sur l’Armé­
nie, Annal, de phiL clirêt^nov. 1843.— Id. La Description 
de Persépolis, ibid., Feb. 1847.
C h i n a , T h i b e t , etc: l«r et 2« voyages, by Armand 
David, 125;—3e Voyage, by Arm. David, 326, 327.— 
Hue: Voyage en Chine, 61; Le Christianisme en Chine, 
62; L ’Empire chinois, N ot, p. 140.— Lamiot: La Prov­
ince du Se-Tchuen, 260 et Not., p. 163.— Coqset: Carte 
du vicariat du Kiang-bi mérid., 234 c.— Reynaud (Mgr.): 
Une autre Chine, 145; L ’ Ile du Diable (Tchou-San), 145.
A f r i c a : Sapeto: Voyage to Abyssinia (Italian), 66.— 
Bohé: Renseignements sur l’Abyssinie, ms. 43 b.— Atlas 
moderne portatif, by Bertholon, Not., p. 255.
See above, Histoire, p> 21,
literature ; Crrammar, etc-
Abyssinia (languages of ) :  Dictionary, by Schreiber, 
149.— Dictionary, ms., by Bohe, 9.
Arabic: Grammar, by Calaouz, 151 a.
Chaldaic : Elements, by Bedjan, 314 cl— Grammar, bv 
Salomon, 287 c.
Chinese: Dictionaries: Latin-Chinese, by Go'nçalvèsj 
23, 24;— with pronunciation of the Mandarian language, 
Not., p. 122, by the same;— Manuale, by the same, 60.— 
Dictionary Chinese-Latin, with pronunciation of divers 
countries, by J. B. Delemasure, missing.— Dictionary 
French-Chinese, by McVeigh, 63. — Dictionary Tartar- 
Mantchoo, by Raux, Not., p. 209.
Grammar Latin-Chinese, by Provost, 486 ; by Gonçal- 
vez, Not., p. 120.— Grammar Chinese-French, by Smorem- 
burg, 154.
Latin Prosody for the Chinese, by Provost, missing.
Costa Rica: Languages and Dialects (Spanish), bv Mgr. 
Thiel, 297.
Spanish: Ampuero: Préceptes de littérature, 374.— 
Andrade : L ’enseignement de la 4e classe de latin, 437.—- 
Benech: Liberalise 212, 213;— Réhabilitation, 214.—Schu­
macher: Latin Grammar (Spanish), 150.
French: E. Bore: Correspondance avec de Lamennais, 
46.— Bonnart: Sentences spirituelles (French verse), ms 
642.— Boury: Régies snr la pronunciation, 49.— Charmet 
Amusement d*un solitaire des bords de la Vienne, p. 256
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Greek : Alphabet French-Greek, etc., by Elluin, 450.
Dictionary French and Greek Ancient, by Daviers, 328, 
239 ; by Elluin, 243.
Grammar Modern Greek, by Murat, 271, 272; by El­
luin, 244.—Grammar French Greek, by Murat, 273.
Hebrew: Grammar, by H. Jung, lithogr., 62 c.
Italian: Beccaria: Etudes sur Dante, 189.—Daneri: 
Essai d’un cours d’études secondaires, 237.—Farina: Trag­
édies sacrées,.330;—Le Triomphe des martyrs, 247, 331.— 
Giannini: Santa Eufrosina, oratorio, Not., p. 117.—Mar- 
tinengo(Fr ): Fleurs de lectures, 415.—Murena: Rosine, 
la malheureuse, missing.—Semeria: les Règles du langage, 
Not., bibl., p. 211.
Latin: Alizeri: Carmina, 5.—De la Fosse; poésies 
latines, Not., p. 151, ms., 624.
Lithuanian : Grammaire, by Chorosewicz. See Mémoires 
de la; Congrégation.
Malgash : Caulier : Grammaire et dictionnaire, Not., p. 30.
Polish : Sliwicki : Discours pour l’ordre de Saint-Stanis- 
las, Not., p. 213.
Portuguese: Freitas (Senna): la Boutique de maître 
Luc, 336 ; Lettres et hommes de lettres, 335 a ; Discours 
sur la Religion en face de la politique, missing.—Lamant 
(Joseph). Lustina, Grammar Portug. and Lat., Not., p. 
166; Mémoire sur une grammaire philosophique, Not., p. 
167; Discourse on the New Words of the Portuguese 
language, Not., p. 167.
Quiehoa: Grammar, by Grimm, 247 c.
Turkish: Alphabet, etc., by Sinan, 153»—Dialogue 
French-Turkish, by Viguier, 545, Not., p. 236 ;—by Sinan, 
582, 582 a .—Dictionary French-Turkish and Turkish- 
French, by Murat, 572, 572 c.—Grammar, by Murat, 269, 
270; by Sinan, 152:—by Viguier, 34.
U .—Reviews and Bibliography.
Reviews: Annals of the Congregation of the Mission, 
quarterly (1834 etc.), 895;—German, 896;—English, 897; 
—Spanish, 898; Italian, 899;—Polish, 900.
Annales des Enfants de Marie (1871), lettre £7, 55.— 
Boletin para las de hijas Maria de la Republica Mexicana 
(1882 etc.), monthly.
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Bulletin trimestriel de Parchiconfrérie de la Sain te-Ago­
nie de Notre-Seigneur (1880).
Dlvus Thomas ; Commentai philosoph , mens», Placentiaæ 
(.1*75 et seq.), 20.
Écho de Saint- Walfroy, Monthly Review (1896, etc.).
El Propagador de la dévocion al Senor San José y a la 
sagrada familia, issued monthly. Mexico (1871).
Ephemeridis Liturgicœ (1887, etc.), Romæ, 21.
Monthly Calendars ; Church of St. Vincent de Paul, 
Chicago (1899);—Church of St. John the Baptist, Brook­
lyn N. Ÿ. (English),
Messenger of the Mission of St, Elizabeth, at Paris, (Ger 
man), 1902, etc.
Niagara Index (1900);—S: V. C. Student, Los Angeles 
(1898);—S t John’s Collegian, Brooklyn (1902);—S. V. C. 
Index, Chicago, (1902).—Monthly Reviews issued by these 
four colleges. (English).
Per'a del Plata weekly (Spanish), Lujan (1889).
I kittle Annals of St. Vincent de Paul, monthly, Paris(1900).
Cala Dehrara (the Voice of Truth)—Monthly Review,
Chaldee (1898), Printing Press of the Lazarists, Our mi- 
ah (Persia).
Bibliography ; Notices Bibliographiques des écrivans de 
la Mission, by E. Rosset, 146. -  Congregation of the Mis­
sion ; Tableau Bibliographique, by A. Milon, 134 c.
Here, Rev And Dear Colleague, set in the customary bibliographical 
frame, are the works of our Missionaries with which I«.m acquainted.
In the enumeration that I have just presented, there must be some gaps ; 
let those among our readers who may be interested, and who, in glancing  
over the lists, may have noticed what is wanting, kindly share with me 
their observations, and point out these omissions. Some writers may even 
find their own names omitted : I crave their pardon and indulgence, for X 
would have been only too happy to enhance the value of my schedule by 
such mention; let them partially attribute the blame to themselves, if, 
owing to an excessive modesty, they have withheld from us any share in 
their publications.
It appeared to me more desirable to publish the list, although incomplete, 
than to await information that might be indefinitely delayed. In this 
matter, as in so many others, the wish to do too well might result in do­
ing nothing at all. Let my efforts in the accomplishment of my design 
claim your indulgence, Rev. and Dear Colleague, whilst I beg you to help 
me to fill out any vacancies that you may detect. A. M.
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208. Meditations pour tous les jours de Vannée, for the 
üse of the Congregation of the Mission, by a Priest of the 
same Congregation. T. V. “Mixed Retreats.” Paris Rue 
de Sèvres, 95. One vol. in-12, xx v iii— 620 pp.
No one is ignorant of the efficacy of spiritual retreats in the supernatural 
life. St. Vincent de Paul aided much in rendering this means practical; 
his disciples have striven to facilitate the method. This was the object of 
Collet, in the book, so replete with doctrine and so soul-stirring, borrowed, 
as he says, mostly from Father Bonnet, Superior General of the^Congrega- 
tion of the Mission : Méditations pour servir aux retraites, etc. (Paris, 1769). 
This was, moreover, the object of the book published by Rerv. Vincent Ter- 
fasson, under the title : Manuel des retraites suivant V esprit de Saint Vincent 
de P au l (Paris, 1881).
The same is likewise the object of the work to which we now call at­
tention, published with the approbation of the Superior General.
203. Cantuale ad usum domus parisiensis Congrega- 
tionisMissionis. Tournai, Desclée; for sale Rue de Bac, 
140, Paris. In-18, 150 pp. Price net: 30 cents.
Offices propres de la Congrégation de la; Mission. In-18, 
with notes. For sale Rue de Bac, 140, Price net: 15 cents.
210. Y. Ermonï: La Bible et V Egyptologies La Bib­
le et V Assyriologie.— Le Symbole des apôtres: histoire du 
Credo.— La Primauté de Vévêque de Rome.— Les Origines 
de V Épiscopat. Five Vols; each 64 pp. Paris, Bloud, 
1903. In-18,
The collection entitled Science and Religion published by Mr. Bloud is 
well known. In the treatises of small book form 64 pp. in-18 (there are 
already nearly 200 of them), all interesting points of religion are set forth 
and defended in their relations with contemporary Science.
211. E. V i l l e t t e , 0. M. : Un enfant du Cateau soldat 
et martyr) Jean-Antoine-Joseph de Villette. Cambrai, De- 
ligne, 1903. In -8 of 54 pp.
Notice on one of the martyrs of the Revolution (September 3, 1792). 
Father de Villette was massacred at Saint-Firmin, at Paris, and, on this 
occasion, the author has drawn interesing information from MSS. of 
Father Bonlangier, Lafcarist, then procurator of the House of Saint Firmin.
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